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i: 
lor�g it des�rvcs:{ 'Bilf1 m\,idi 'thihkilflk 'eft lief starts t6o' ltlte, 'ii1 �he 'ldgic�i ptc:Jcess 'oi:J 'H\ 
hiiMci bri �'otlie assl:Hngd. va:lrle�:�8ffer\. 'a.1tradi�ibnlil' �8nte�t:_·-withmit 'really tho�'g�g�; 
investigation into its original validity or its present adequacy in a changing wol:1.cr.' 
An, ?:tt,�mpt, 1;\\L\> p��n ,rna,.de her:e .,t.o corrgljl�P,<;:,e,.9-, �up<;l;;�.w,eqt,<�l � t;l.alysls, of.�qwe of the 
tf,���t�,QJ;l:al1pfP�"lc;l)lr;e� of e.CJ.rly a¢1.,ol�sce�� ��h9opng,,.];u�t.,wh.S�;�.is meant by, tl1e title, 
''�r�qJ;J,dary;.�,? 1rH9 '*nat .��tent is'.,sch.o,ql ,<;n:g.f'nfr;,�tjop,, �rn,H<Ft,ap.t .in . . de7�eloping: the 
sk1lls and the characters of our youug,m�I\,?-11d,,wp,gu�p.? · 
It:' 'Tl-i:E :P'Rb:Br,EM 
One basic assumption of this research is that if two responsible education �uthor­
itles a:dhere to .q'i ite differentorg'ariizations ea:chi must considedts oWh' 1!6 be ·supedbr; i 
At, the ;time: ·the •shidy' commenced, New South Wales and Queer1sland 'differe'd 'in i 
several possibly significant aspects of organization,' but clearly the moSt 'strikiti!'(wa�' 
the.· :age> of transfer . froni ·· prima:r}" to ·secondary education · and the 'elrciunst<i.nces 
surrounding that transfer;' These included ' the retention of an external exa.rhitiiition'and the· option of leaving at the :c6mpletion •df "primary'' ·schooling in 6tH\' sta:tt>.,.
! l"i" 
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against no such barrier and compulsory attendance at a "secondary" school (at a 
younger age) in the other. 
In effect, if one interprets the changes that have taken place over the last fifty 
years as representing "progress" when they involve a modification of structure from 
eight-four years (and option to .leave after eight) to six-six years (and secondary 
education for all after six), then it is possible to see the two organizations investigated 
here as representing two stages of an historical process, existing independently, 
side by side, in otherwise similar environments, and able to be compared. 
This is a statement of the thinking that led the author to accept the New South 
Wales/Queensland situation in 1961 as a rare opportunity to enquire openly as to 
which organization seemed to be more effective in fulfilling some aspects of common 
aims of education--a point that many authorities have debated in the past and are 
likely to debate in the future, so far without the benefit of empirical evidence such as 
this situation could produce. It was thought to be of some value to explore what 
relationships could be perceived within the data compiled, even if it was discovered 
that there were no signif1cant differences between the effects of the different 
organizations, or none that could be attributed to organization. 
It should be understood that by "organization" is meant the total pattern of 
education devised for, and operated within, each of the two states concerned in this 
investigation. The reader should note, therefore, that, although there is emphasis 
on the point of primary-secondary articulation, the term "organization" embraces 
not only the actual structure and articulation of schooling in early adolescence, hut 
also the supply and training of teachers, the division of schools on grounds of s<�x or 
ability, and the curricula of the various schools concerned. 
Many educationists would claim that the structural facets of formal education 
are all-important in their influence on the development of the individuals subjected 
to them. One of these is Reavis (1931) who claims: 
The question of importance, however, is the achievement of the junior high school 
in providing for individual differences. By organising the 7th, 8th, and 9th grades 
as a separate unit of the school system, certain practices have been made possible 
that were either not possible or else possible only in a limited degree under the 
8-4 plan .... 
On the other hand, there are those who contend that the essentials of education, 
and the combination of character and attainment building that is contained within the 
concept, are most affected by the specif1c teacher-pupil relationship that exists 
within any given classroom; the within-system and within-curriculum differences 
that exist are likely to be at least as diverse as the differences between groups, however 
they might be organized. These range from such cautionary statements as Wyndham 
(l9B2): 
... when all is said and done in regard to this or that method of class-grouping, 
it is upon the individual teacher that the responsibility for effective teaching 
fmally rests. Upon the personality of the teacher, and the efficiency of his 
}Jrofessional technique, upon the use he makes of the equipment given him, the 
advantage he takes of the situation prepared for him, will the success of any 
type of schooling ultimately depend 
to the latest authoritative pronouncement (Shane & Polychrones, 1960): " ... an able 
teacher, given freedom to work creatively, is more important by far than any 
mechanical scheme, however ingenious." 
They concede, of course, that certain gross subject inclusions-- -such as modern 
languages, taught in New South Wales but not in Queensland--create major differ­
ences from systems which do not include them, but there are few such major differ-· 
ences and any other between-system differences are likely to he less important than 
the differences between the best anc\ the worst in any one system. 
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ln addition, the author was concerned with the arguments often advanced by 
those who have not adjusted to what is claimed to be the "new" concept of secondary 
education---that the predominant role of the secondary school is as a "finishing" 
school for the masses rather than a preparation for further education, or a mere 
difierentiating process, for an elite. 
It was asserted that one did not make an education "secondary" by merely 
calling it so; that higher elementary education remained what it always was- an 
extended form of child minding and entertainment for those incapable of profiting 
from a genuine academic education, and so on. Such discussions had led to the 
author's wondering what did attach to the concept "secondary" in practice. It has 
become a commonplace of general texts and the looser type of psychological statement 
to claim that "the best age for transfer is eleven plus or twelve plus". The implication 
is that the child is then ready for a change to a clifierent type of school organization-­
one that is more involved, that brings him into contact with a variety of personalities, 
supposedly better trained, as his instructors, that provides him with a greater range 
of "subjects" and skills, and so on. Yet a great number of authorities in the United 
States of America, where changes had commenced during the nineteenth century, 
still adhere to the system eight-four with transfer at thirteen plus or older. A number 
of leading British schools do likewise and, more relevantly, at least one Australian 
state was doing so. 
In some discourses the term "secondary" seems to take on mystical overtones 
that give it a value, never defined but apparently always "a good thing". Super­
ficially, however, the difierences between primary and secondary education are 
organizational and it was with quickened interest that the author realized in the late 
fifties that the main difierences between the education of certain thirteen year olds 
in New South Wales and Queensland might lie in these difierences of or ganization. 
Here are two states of Australia---neighbours, geographically similar, containing 
people remarkable for the homogeneity of their total culture (until 85n Queensland 
was a part of New South Wales). The living patterns are basically identical. There is a 
little more of everything in Sydney because it is bigger, but in quality and type 
there are few differences and what differences emerge do not last for long. Innovations 
in one state or city are rapidly taken up and exploited in the other. 
The states possess similar forms of state and local government but in both cases 
state considerations and decisions are subordinated to federal controls and influence, 
the Commonwealth Government being the sol.e taxing authority and taxation being 
uniform throughout the Commonwealth. 
In both states the media of mass entertainment are controlled by the same groups. 
Even the more important daily news comes from either a national source (the 
Australian Broadcasting Commission) or from one of several syndicated groups of 
news suppliers. 
The glimmerings of a rather narrowly defmed "culture" that penetrate to this 
distance filter through to both states--the leading artists of the Western Emopean 
traditions in the fields of music and the visual arts that are represented in Australia 
give of their time on a predetermined schedule which takes in both capital cities and 
some large towns at points close in time, and often with the same programmes. 
Better, as well as most popular, television programmes take their turn in all centres. 
The major "local" cultural offerings tend to come from national bodies-the Arts 
Council, Musica Viva, the Australian Broadcasting Commission, the Australian 
Elizabethan Theatre Trust Opera, Ballet or Drama companies. Even travelling 
evangelists, professional anti-communists, and what-have-yon take Queensland and 
New South '-'Tales consecutively as they cover the Australian circuit. 
The living patterns---in terms of type and distribution of houses, retail trading, 
hotel trading hours (a very important feature of thr: Australian background), and the 
opportunities for organized recreation--are almost identical. A Sydneysidcr suddenly 
transported 650 miles to Brisbane would know when to go to places and what there 
was to do on certain days of the week; a Brisbaneit:e similarly moved would feel 
8 
t\qUa1Jy,·at:lLonw: :.Both-.would.notice :41
· 
differenc:Jl ,in size-,-,- but.th� •differences .a're in 
quantity.ra.the,r·than qualityi()lr"cletail.,, : 
A •further point that-Jomn::; large in 'the lif.e of •all primary ,school :obildren .is the. 
h0lding of nationalistic ,ancl, patriotic cer13monics� on Anzac.Day; .Qn; Cornrnonwealth 
Day (late "Empire Day"-and still referred to as·such . . by many of, �]}e older,, less 
resilient, members ofschoolstaffs),in .. honour o;f Foundation Day (whiddalls.towards 
the end.ofthe long sunQmer >mcation)-, for the. Queen's birthday,.Arrnist�ce Day; a.nd 
ttle lH<e. ,Whe]l theRe are added to a:r.egularJVIonday;mortling cer('lmotly of salttting tbe. 
ii.ag, singir:tg the anthem, .and uttering, a flledgc. which vades ,slightly jp ,detail,but 
lW\ier :in spirit.' the who](). adds Up to,,a faidy uniform ·a!Qd Vflr!J'. important sectim) • of 
a.Jmifying nationalist edu.catiqn. ' • ,· 
· 
· ·.: Indeed,•· .so· similar· alie rill any, of; the J)ractices, of. educationl>etween .. the. states: 
that the author w<�$ ]HJen to se,iz(;O a:,morn.entjn,/t\n1e when sue}). ft:clr<"PU'<lti(>Organ.-i�a­
�iowtLdifferepr:e a;s, the pr�dom:hJ.ant one ln,v,estigated here-i-Ahl:l concept, of !'early�� 
se��0ndary edueat:inn.--,.,was abh to, be: seen,.. , , 1 
'·. F0r-:.the average thirteen :Y,e<u: old chi]d;itl Q.ue�mshLJld.was still itt ,wh<tLwa_s, 
c� ll#d., and :organi,;<"d ·a£) t,hd :' 'jbrimary:school' (,;in New South ,Wales:-;lJe;:vv:as lin to. :the 
sectmd,year o.£ his ''seoopdary ;-;chool'' .. 'I' he picture was col!;!plioate\iby:other, org,ani�!l'­
t:ionaJfactor;; that .concerned :the city;. sc;ha0ls of. New.So:Cith:W.<1.les ;Lb\lt th� ]it;'t.yesti­
gator thought that the overall situation was sufficiently valuable ,to t,ak();i advantage 
of-:it :in attempting .to. assess thfl lJff1ciency:with which,,the pa11allel1 ,but, ,different 
sys.t,erns a�bie:vcd-som<}. of .the,maj ot aimsrtl;l:4UheyJ�ad iln co:tnl'uqn . . Within ia cp:r:nplex 
situation it :was not always· easy.,to dete_rmine:whethen.any: differen<;es ,or simil<+titi�· 
that were discovered c0u.ld,.be ,a,ccuratdy assigned .. t<p specific.·,U>rganizational cause� .. 
ltc was .considered :important · CUGUgh to asS<1Ss a :�;are iSituati�m i.as welltas.possible, <�,nd' 
to Ji>resent:. wha.t explanations suggested themsel;ves•. 1, 
:c.1:,. F(m convenience: ;�nd •. ec_onomy. the,inv,estiga.tf)(,s; hypCJ�be�is ;for this: t�wntetical 
backgTOU:Dld :was. that 'no:;differonces·.Bould. b,e .f4XItmd that; could. be attnbuted· to: 
orgfmiza.tiorL :Of co\1rs1� 1 eighteen mon th,s qf, . '' stc�md<:fry." •ed Ucati0n n�ightill\l � have' 
been enough' ,time. for any di f erences to show up. On .\he othtw ha.pd., jf no diffexerHJQs 
sh(P,v;ed •. wjthin·: that: timel· it .. $emp,ccd:impr;obahl:e. th<H t:ithel'' • sfa:te: conl ct cl8irn) a: 
superiority that w;;u{ notldenwn$trap](). " 
. . 
· . , " ·· 
1�1 -mind, 'too,:, wem othcr;.cortc!omitar,lts of conlJ)arativ::e thinkip.g . . The. 0.'L1thor 
1)7JJeW, of· ¢asc;; of. J:r:a.J;lsfer, .(for :famdly r.easons)i of :pupils .between tl;te.two. 11tates. The, 
Ql�eellsland .<;hild was·. retard�d a .year because f;b;e:silnp ly, had. 110t istudjed. a n:t,tmbet 
of the subjects in the curriculum of the new sch,oolshewas to attend,,.;The.N,ow.Sotlth 
Wa,�eii �hild,was: n>t;�rd\'ld: <t • year ;beca)Jse; in -certain f.lst)ects, of •Eng�ish grammar: and 
in qki!L dn :certain ,arithJT)e.ti;G -pl:Gcesses::-'rpractices which const��uted, just .as large 
and a.sin�por.ta.nt'<1 section of the Queenslancl,.prtlgrarnme-as t11e g:roup.0f new:subjects 
did in New South Wales--he was considerably behind his Queensland. counterpart, 
Tn i,botb :cases .the child co;:rJC:erned; who. ;was -above a,vera,ge. in. sch,olaEJtic, atta:inrnent, 
snff.eFed, som.e sense of; s.ocial and .-rnen:tal failure. :ln neither cas\1 wete many: ot·the· 
avDweciUy itnpo;r;tant: _and.loug:!term, aims of,: :e,d�lcation,, Hssessed:rin;'any way:,: <>r,, 
Hppa.re:ntl.y,, given <�ny•tho11ght• a talL 1 . , · 
- ,J{e<�4s of schools 'cn<Jountered in,both,sbtes haVre be(Jn .. fairly oomistently·and 
axiomatically coHfiden.t of. the supeJ:·ioritJ" of Jheir:Owlf. pa:P�icular:systen1; they prov:e' 
thi.s to themselves ;by tried and· trusted. ori.teria based !On standa;rds; peculian .to their 
liOs})ectiyc states. Prt>.fessorConneHi (l96J) .ha.s lit'!Centlywritten qf the ''new-nomadism"· 
<;t-11.diits,·ef£ect'i in Aitstr?-li:an edt1cation ..• Fmi,rea�ons he outlittes,:and;for:othersj· it, 
might well behove Au.stralian educators to do sQm,ething aboutithe superftdal be't\-\ieen­
state differences and their out-of-,propo;tio!f .eifccts,rm the li;v:es of an h1creasing 
number of. Australian. children. ' 
:For pliacticaLreasons: the investigator.llad•to seLect alimited: range of charaatt,r-; 
istics for asseso;ment, Ttlcl11ded, however, was a. ra:nge<Gf )traits associated wjth, t,he 
mo.re d;i;fficult ,to gauge, butyery importll!nt aims (;oncerning;JJ.ersonality.developmel)t,; 
in. addition to measures of · scholastic ,<JJttainment in. the lnote,�mport;;tnt, subjects.· 
Th�� original· choice ruJ:G1JairlY, trigid, selection, became·increasingly restricted· when,one 
o£, .the!r C0-toperating ,,auth.or·iti esi :severely .cuttailed, :the first, ([)roposals; ,,],'here was 
s:uffidentrleft; :b,owe\fer; tq make the. soh erne :still WOJtthwlii>le <in terms of · the. original 
c�moeptiom:, , .. :·, , t: 
··./fhose ·chaMcter.isties.whiqh. it:was;decided to :assess;,(at;l.ea:st �in. part),-and .the 
aimB•: ar.;sooiated. wit hi thP.m, <were ,a:s: ·follows.: In· •each case. the descri�tive -name. :of the 
test used heads two quotations , one from· the ,pub�ish,ed ·aims' of, each state. 
Reading, Vacabulary, G"ompositiotl =:;-·;�u.��.. {' 
Q.t4eensland: ',',It. is gencralily ag-reed,t,hat the Primary Schooll:lhbuld teach its .. pqpils 
to speak, to read, and to write . . . . "1 , ; ' , , • , . , . 
Nrt?-ze!i South Vf(ales .i YSo significan:t , ·are · the: ar.ts .. of. ooromanication-7c-nii'li speech·," il'l 
liiB!tdin!f· an
,
�·,in .wuiting�,-rthaLtheic oultiva!tion .must ,be cited, as .pneJ;Qf .th�, aims, of 
educatiOn. 2 .·:.·· ·ii ,, , . 
General Knowledge (subdivided into Science, SociaT' Studies,.' i\,nd ·Art{Mnsil1/ 
, ... . ��iter�J.ture),1�: • •• ; ''"' "' · •  ,. ···) ! '" "" \,;·.• ·., 
Q!wetm.starnd:. �.'The f1rimaryScho.0l should.;, ir> i.J:1trodqc� theltJ.r to whq.tmc.n<think, ·and. 
do, anrl to what men have thought and done; enable them.to,g?-irJi,'\O!P,egen('traLideas 
oftJ1e natur-al world l• . ·', Ji®troriuee the:tnd:o, thei beauty of, fo:rm , :colour;. and stn.md , ... /. 
,,. ·, :'·These�subjectst<lhould: bcirtart§ht in s:u;d� a way,.�slto arou,s� a.li\f:ing interest 
in the ideals and achievements of mankind; to give;the·plrlpils ;;orneJa.mDiarit}l;with 
literature and history .... " 
New, SfJutkl-Vale8·l' U.'Part·.of-the,·h�:rit·age 'toi•J.-Vhid:t .ch1ldren'hli11C ·:ent-i-tlO!cL is ,the world 
()f,,�;lqwlPr�§<:'!, qn11,n�q tn,_ thifW �1? J.At�rfl.Wr,�,, .:niistqr;y,i ,yc:;pgraP,I;tY. a!lP.i Scie\iCe,. ;Nop.�, 
qf.. th�? .��rwnp.pu� ; �N�ly, qf,l(j�W\frl,eqgf:), R-�R, ,�-tJ?EiT},ence. ir;, ;��I).ilJf'! 1 il} :�.h,e .. cl�iJ.d; . w,p� t l:J:e 
cqf!W�Jp:shf\r,l(, p,f .�t. :�W!l11�$t ,l�flftlil�· -�� �PIIjl,E(_lflf:(;I.:SHfe t:he"l�q:r,ne, ,l�1�t �rq�teaJt;r 111f!M,l1li� 
tl;Jfl, ;sypool, tn\Wt 1:eaf:n. )1imr·1' · · · · ·. 
Mathelnatics' 
Q,uellnslana.'. t-':Fhe .Puintar;y-·Sahool must\:.: , ,,.give:�thPJIJ.·:pra:etice,jtl the,.a,rt,:of 
calcu.lakion,�,' 
A\�'IRJrNou.th -Wales.: !'the, bfisic:.,skills:G.>f reading; w.riting :!iillld,,compntati(lJll ,arc part.0� 
this inherita.nGe:<Btese,ar:e necessary ,skills:) they are.rpa.rt pf.,th,<'" :tm�ls Qf living:" 
Study Sources (by implication fw:in·smi'dry:re1natks,slioh,.as•thefd.llGwing) 
Qtteen£tlattd .� -r:lfhe·Prima:ny, School should,, . ., ... ,train, them,ip habits,.c&!Qh$er,vat,i�.m.'' 
NA1£1 .�loq"'th' Wales;. �i['£vt?-r�Jhthe im:diiVidilal,w<�re·,qapahk of a¢quiring encyclopaedic 
kilowle,cilge1• facts, :alonp would not :pi1GJ1vide: the. oppontunit(Yi -fq;r.,the, :personal develop-. 
metilit that Jiesi�U; the·-v�;rioustfi.e]d& l)f·humati•t)Xpe:dence;'' 
' ., f • ·� ' 
Socia£ Silper.stition$1 (em; Critical Th.inldng) 
Q·U�M1.sla:nd :..-sp'ea:ks"0f /'The Jn:0veJ!n�nt t0wards: making' tHef &:velt)pnu�nt' ofincl,ependc' 
cint� teliablei' j ttdgmenti '8!I1cl j initiative,!' an i impott-arltr aim ·in all\ school< :WCJ11k. ·' H is 
gt�rjt.�rii.lly' agreed that· part, (lf the r wnt'lt: •of the ·sch c�ol "-'·cnn df ;]i'Cl; ·sm a]J va.,t .. :..l-io1· to thin 
theJlOWcrofcompetentjudgrnertt:'·': '" r.·rf .. , . r i t i ' .· 1::" i 
· 
"''f•! 
Ne1f!J Sou.th Wales: "Capacity for Critical Thought: One of the elements of a full life 
and one of the means by which the individual contribtttes'· tilt lie life'\bf'liis' fellows; 
is a ;(la.paci ty forr self t rclian Uhinkingt S nch thinking .i'1 l'�fiected jn; p�r130J.ilal s tan;dards 
-+.+:YLk-<..1.,- <:-:-1 \.-; -··i++�-t ·-�, . ,. __ ,;..;{i·':-+4.-: lt-f+H-: ;.-·,;-!--r--:-,.: .. ;- •. -}�-,:...,---2........._ �-' �{ · .L.,.T-t-.:-- .::___ '' '�-;"· ;: '·\-!·, ·;---:•:1, 1"":·7-·: _:·hr+t-o-· -·hj-�7-� '--;-
'·· J :�A:B ·Queensland, statclmen�m · a+e rf<rbm• Q.uecnsl�nd Depa.rtmcnhocf. Pttblic :Instp.1ction; ,The 
S-ylt,ap1fs or ;G�f?wt:�� 9firf 11•1ruq/1qn; ,itr.,r�iP;�qry ,a,'f!.d,�'Y\tqrm�diat� ��'1991�. ,Bpob:1.]! • : .... , :. . ; ! l,; , ,�-{\!\ ,Nej" �8H��1. »'al,c:�.���tqnwnts aEc frc.Jrr}the R�P9rf qf �he c_o1n-nHtte,e A,P?,oznted, to ;Survey 
Seco11-dorv Educattort tn N�iP.J South Wa{e$, CWYndham, R�port) whtch was recommended to the 
antlior·t}y' th'e: Ne\\•· Sbutft 'Wal�s ·Dil'i-!'doi-''61' SeCIJiiclmJyi E'cl'ncation' tts ·colitaining'vhe1 fullest ;bid 
!tl<llstauth:oritative:statement'ofr'l'Niew'SouthWalcs·aims)'et.published.·· ., ., : , ; ,, ' ·' 
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of taste, in the exercise of discrimination and in a healthy habit of scrutinizing new 
facts and judgments. In the absence of these habits, the individual falls short of a full 
measure of personal growth and, as a member of a social group, he falls prey to the 
worst devices of 'mass communication'. One of the purposes of the school must, 
therefore, be to cultivate, within the limits of each pupil's mental capacity, habits of 
thought which will enable him to develop into a self-reliant individual, ready, in so far 
as he is able, to form his own judgments." 
Sociability 
Queensland: " ... The stress placed on the principle of social living. Education 
should develop social motives and attitudes." 
New South Wales: "Since man is born an individual and a social being, one of the 
aims of education is to make young people, as they grow up, capable of living with 
and for their fellows." 
Worthy Use oj Leisure Time 
Queen,sland: "Preparation for the wise use of leisure must be one of the chief objectR 
of Education, and, for this purpose, it must take into account the whole man and 
aim at enriching his personality." 
New South Wales: "One of the aims of education, then, must be the preparation of 
young people for the use of leisure." (This is very fully covered as one of the seven 
specific divisions of the stated aims.) 
Attitude to Good Workmanship, Moral .Judgments, and Moral Contrasts 
Queensland: "The fmal aim of all school training is the promotion of individual. 
efficiency and good citizenship . . . no opportunity of direct teaching or of indireet 
influence, by which the child's character can be str�ngthened and purified, should be 
neglected, for character-formation is the highest part of the teacher's work . . .  teach­
ing will not only be directed towards producing individuals sufficiently informed but 
will he directed to the building of desirable social habits and attitudes." 
New South Wales: "Emphasis upon achievement of excellence, whether it be in 
study or in some other school activity, is a valuable part of the pupil's training . . . .
The responsibility rests on the school to ensure that its influence is conducive to the 
development of the highest standards of personal conduct and character." 
Attitude to authority and attitude to education 
Although these were not directly covered by statements in the aims, they were 
considered by the author to be background variables which should be taken into 
consideration. Investigation of the extent to which a system generated an authori­
tarian outlook in its products--a possible reflection of the degree of authoritarianism 
in its methods--was thought to be nece�sary for a full evaluation of that system. It. 
was considered equally valuable to check the degree to which the attitude to educa­
tion engendered in the children could be regarded as favourable or otherwise. Unless 
it was accompanied by some indication of a desirable attitude to the processes and 
results of learning, a simple measure of attainment could give a quite misleading 
picture of the real worth of the education being received. 
Raven's progressive matrices 
It was thought necessary to acquire <UI independent measure of "g" fur hack­
ground matching purposes. One of the author's assumptions was that the verbal 
communication skills were the most important of the basic attainments to be tested. 
It was obvious that if a verbal intelligence test was used the results would correlate 
very highly with Reading, Vocabulary, and the other highly verbal attainment 
tests. In effect the same thing would he measured twice: the degree to which the two 
systems had proclnced verbal proficiency in the indivirluals concerned. There would 
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be no indication of a basic potential other than that influenced strongl y already by 
the verbal skills to be checked .  
Hence the non-verbal test, l{<tven's  Progressive Matrices (PM38) , was used. 
Of course intellectual development, as measured by th e Matrices, can also be affected 
by upbringing and education ; but there is sufficient evidence in the literature (e .g. 
Raven, 1956 ; Jones,  1956 ; Walton, 1956) to suggest that the test can be regarded 
as relatively culture-free provided gross differences in cultural stimulus are not 
operating. 
The manner of investigation 
A j ustification for the cross-sectional approach of the investigation was found in 
each publication of aims : 
Qu-eensland : "In conseq uence, our curriculum and methods should fi t  the needs and 
interests of the chilcl and allow him to enj oy a full and happy childhood . "  
New South Wales : " . . .  true education must concern itself with living n ow, a t  what­
ever stage the ' now ' may be. " 
Hence, it was felt that assessment at any matched stage should provide a fair 
eomparison of efftciency in fulfilling these aims . 
That the aims stated for New South Wales secondary education had been 
substantially in force during primary education is exemplified by such statements as 
the following from the primary syllabus (New South Wales, l 9fi3) : 
It is equall y important that children should be helped to develop healthy 
emotional attitudes towards right doing . . . .  Well founded ideals and attitudes 
must fi.nally provide the motive force of right thinking and right action . . . .  The 
teacher, t hen, should seek to develop an awareness of moral principles ; . . . pri de 
in good workmanship should be balanced by willing co-operation with others . . . .  
These, th en, were the specific traits of children to be assessed for signs of 
organizational effect . 
I I I .  THE INVESTIGATION3 
Tests and sample 
Standardized tests of Reading4 and lntelligence5 were used, but measures of other 
traits were constructed for the specific . purpose of this comparison . The reliability 
coefficients of the final tests are indicated in Tables 5 and 6. A pilot study was carried 
out, in both states, prim· to the administration of the adj usted full test battery in 1961 . 
A stratified random sample of subj ects was drawn covering sub-groups on the 
bases of sex and type of school .  Within sub-groups children were matched, in cross·· 
state pairs, on intel ligence , age, and socio-economic status. 
The numbers eventually selected in the matched groups were as follows: 
TABLE 1 
N U MBERS IN S tl B-GIWUl'S 
U RBAN RURAL 
Boys Girls 
1)2 79 74 
Boys Girls 
7 8  5(3 
( 58  H .C. )  (41 R.C . )  
KFull details and discussi on o f  procedures c a n  b e  found in D.  J .  D rinkwater, " A  Comparative 
Study of the Effects of Different Types of School Organisation on tho Traits of Pupils" .  
tThe Vcrnon··Warden Reading Test. 
fi Raven's Progressive Matrices (PM38) . 
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932 children were usable from an original l ,632 (8 1 9  in Queensland, 8 13 in New South 
Wales) tested (about 57 per cent) . 
The closeness of the final matching, the comparability of the different sub-groups, 
and the representational spread of each sub-sample on each variable are indicated 
in the following distribution t ables. 
TABLE 2 
AGE GROUPING ( SAME FOR BOTH S'L'A'IES) 
Urban 
Age Boys 
1Jrban 
Girls 
Rural 
Boys 
Rural Private 
Girls Boys 
Private 
Girls 
-- -��----- -- �- -- - - ------ - --- - - ---- --- - -- - - - - ------
1 2 · 1 0 
to 1 3 · 3  Hl 1 8 1 9  22 1 6  1 2
---·-----
·
·- --- ---�-- ---- ----- ------- ------ --- ------ --- ----· · ---- -- --- 1 
1 3 · 4  
to 1 3 · 1 0 48 46 :3 9  11 6  30 
-- --- --- ----- ------ - - - -- ---·· 1 - -�- -· · - 1  -- -------- --- - -- - - ---- ·- - -- ------ ----
L3 · 1 1 
to 
1 4 ·  2 1 2 1 2 8  2 1  1 6  2 6  1 3  
- -- - - - 1 -------·-- ---- -- - --- ---- !-- --·- -+--- - - ----· ----'1 1 -- �-- - ----------- -- --
N R S  9 2  
--------- -- - ,___  - ------------'---- - - - -- -
7 9  7 4  
TABLE 3 
INTELLIGENCE GROUPING 
7 8 55 
----------- - - - - --- - --,---- ----------,--- -
-
· ---- -- -
Urban Urban Rural Rural Private Private 
Intelligence Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls 
Range _ __ __ _ __ ___ ____ ______ _ _ _____ _ _____ .. ______ _ __ __ __ __ ___ ____ ______ _ __ __ _ 
NSW QLD NSW QLD NSW QLD NSW I QLD NSW I QI.D NSW QLD- - -- - ---1--- - ·--- - ----- - · - - - --- ------- -- - - - -- - - -� -- - - - --- --- -- ------ ---- --l l 2 +  35 31 31 29 1 6  1 6  .1 9  
I
20 1 6  1 5  I) l l9 4-1 1 1  41  47 43 4 5  45 4 5  3 8  3 8  50 49 32 30 B-e�:w 94--
_ 1 2 1 0 _ _ _ -�� ---� �- _ _:_ __ 1_8-- 1 �  --�-6-� � -�-- - � �--� -� 
TABLE 4 
SociO-ECO NOMIC GROUP LNG 
Urban Urban Rural R ural Private Private 
Category Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls 
_ ___ !sw [g�� -Nsw _§Ln ?sw (J:.n --���---��� _Ns� __ ..<?FD.�Ns�- QJ�n 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 4  1 5 l!l 1 4  8 1 0  l l  
3 49 4 7  47 52  :3 6  28 30 
4 25 26 2 6  26 3 5 41 33 
·
·
···-- · -- -
-
- - ---- -�-----------------�-
0 3 1 1 2  1 4  1 7  34 4 1  2 7  28 20 30 
-- - ---
- - -
-----
-
-
:l 1 
1 2  9 20 2 1  20 24 
The socio-economic categories referred to in Table 4 were set up in consultation 
with Australian sociologists . The categories are largely economically determined,
which is fitting in an Austral ian situation, and the main criterion for the placement of
each child was father's occupation . Location of residence and, occasionally, mother's 
occupat ion were also taken into account. As is obvious from the distribution t able, 
what was theoretically conceived as a four-criteria division in practice almost reduced
to a tripartite break-up . In terms of educational opportunity, in times of affluence
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throughout the areas considered,  this was thought to be a sufficient discrimination 
for the purpose of the study. 
No children were included in sub-samples unless they had been at school for at 
least four years in the state in which they were tested. This eliminated from calcula­
tion recent migrants and some interstate transferees.  It was felt that four years or 
more of education in either state was long enough for the relevant organization to 
affect the traits of pupils in any way that might turn out to be characteristic. 
Results 
I� esults in the attainment tests are presented in Table 5 ;  the remaining 
q uantitative results are in Table 6 .  
I n  both t ables a double asterisk denotes statistical significance o f  difference a t  
the l per cent level , a single ast erisk a t  th e 5 per cent level . 
TABLE 5 
ST ATJ> SuPERIORITIEs IN ATTAIN M J>NT TEsTs 
TEST "r" 
Reading · 93 
Vocabulary · 89 
Social Stud ies · 7 l 
Science · 7 4-
ArtJMusicJ 
Literature · 5 4
General Knowledge · 87
Mathematics · 83 
Composition : 
Impression 
Composition : 
Length 
Composition : 
Accuracy 
Study Sources · 8 J 
1 - -··· ��TY _ _ ____ _ ..... ·--:RA ��-�--fl . _ -�p��V·��-��- �--����:=�L 
Tloys Girls Boys Girls Boys 
I 
Girls Both 
Sexes 1---··---+----- --- --1 ---- -- --- - - -- - ----- -- . - -- ----
NSW 
NSW* * 
QLD**  
NSW 
NSW 
QLT) 
QLD * * 
QLD 
NSW 
NSW* 
N SW* * 
QLD 
NSW** 
NSW* * 
NSW * *  
QLD * *
NSW* 
N S \V* * 
QLD QLD * QLD N SW NSW* 
QLD QLD* QLD NSW NSW* 
QLD* QLil**  QLD QLD QLD* * 
NSW* NSW NSW* * NSW * *  NSW* * 
N SW N SW N SW" * NSW* * NSW * *  
NSW I QLD NSW* * NSW * *  NSW * *  
QLD * * QLD * *  Q LD * *  QLD**  QLD**  
NSW N SW NSW** NSW NSW* * 
NSW* * NSW • • NSW * * N S W * *  NSW '' * 
QLD QLD QLD * * QLD**  QLD * QLD QLD * "  
NSW N SW * *  N S W  Q LD N SW N SW* * NSW* * 
· ·· · · -1 ·-· �-- - � 
The full test battery included a questionnaire6 designed to reveal three main 
groups of infonnation : an analysis of reading activities, an indication of leisure-time 
pursuits, and further background information on the school situation and attitudes 
towards it . The implications of many of these answers come out in the later discussion 
of results. In addition to this , two quantitative indexes were worked out to cover 
reading activity and leisure activity. Comparisons were made in the usual way on 
these and the results appear together with other personality measures in Table 6. 
For the reading activity ind ex a number of questions pertaining to reading 
activities were taken separately and weighted in consultation with various interested 
and expert people- -teachers and university personnel interested in reading (a number 
of them parents) . Weightings were given to such things as actual numb er of books 
read during the previous month , number of hours spent reading out of school time, 
library membership, ownership of books, the maturity level of material read, and so 
on .  An attempt to validate the scale was made by having six people rank order a 
selected series of twenty of the original questionnaire returns in terms of the activities 
being considered. These people knew nothing of the allotted weighting:; ; they were 
simply asked to ord er the returns according to the amount of reading activity 
displayed, with some allowance for the st andard of material read . Rank order 
•see Appendix H .
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Gorrdations between j udges and index. ranged from 0 . 7 8  to 0 . 97 .  This was considered 
an adequate substantiation of the index as a quantitative measure of reading 
activities .  
The reading maturity score referred to i n  t h e  index consisted of the average of 
four independen t ratings made on the basis of actual books read (named in answer 
to Question 3) , favourite book and favourite author (Questions 8 an d 9) , other regular 
reading such as magazines and periodicals (from Questions 13 and 16) , newspaper 
rea d.ing (Question 1 5 ) ,  and other reading desired (Question 14) . The rating was on a 
fiv e point scale , 0 to 4, and the average of the ratings was taken to the n earest whole 
number. It might be noted that this score is of some interest in itself as it constitutes 
a rather different measure from that arrived at by the full activity index, to which it 
contributes only one-sixth of the possible total. For instance , a child's score might 
he relatively high on the full activity index because he reads a lot,  b elongs to libraries, 
own s many books, reads his parents'  books often, reads doggerel verse out of school 
time, and so on. But his actual readi ng maturity l evel might be poor because the 
books he borrows or owns are of the Biggles or trash pap erback variety, and his desires 
for more might be for Superman comics or something of that ilk. 
It should always be borne in mind that differences in speed and skill in reading 
within these groups are such that actual time spent read ing, and energy put into 
pursuing reading activities, do not necessarily constitute an index of benefits received 
or progress made. This is an index of j ust wh at it stat es-a reading activity index. 
One might look to it, however, as an obj ective measure of conscientious application 
to reading processes, a rough guide perhaps to the extent of basic fulfilment of the 
common aim of the educational systems considered, "to inculcate a desire to read " ,  
with little commitment to t h e  concept of quality. 
The leisure activity index was set np in consultation with several educationh;ts, 
sociologists, and psychologists and the main inclusions an d weightings were agreed on 
by al l. A child's  score was the s u m  of the weighfibgs allotted to the ways in which 
TABLE 6 
STATE S Ul'EIHO IH'l'H:S IN OTHER PI!:RSONALITY MEASURES 
TRAIT ' ' r ' '  - -· · · · · 
Reading 
Maturity 
Reading 
Activity 
Leisure 
Activity 
Attitude to 
Education · 7 1 
Attitude to Good 
Boys 
QLD 
QLD* 
QLD 
NSW 
CIT Y 
Girls 
QLD 
QLD* 
NSW 
QLD 
Workmanship · 68 QLD • •  QLD 
A ttitude to 
A uthorityt 
Moral 
J udgments 
Moral Contrasts---
Ought · 60 
Moral Contrasts--· 
Might · 7 6 
Social 
Superstition § · 6 1  
NSW 
QLD 
NSW 
QLD 
QLD 
� Omitted when meaningless. 
Q LD 
QLD 
QLD 
QLD 
N SW 
t State listed is the " more authoritarian " .  
§State listed i s  the " least superstitious " .  
H URAL PRIVA'l' B: 
Boys C�ir l s  Boys Girls 
NSW NSW NSW QLD 
NSW NSW* NSW NSW 
QLD NSW NSW QLD 
QLD QL D * *  QLD** QLD 
Ql.l) QLD Equal QLD 
N SW N SW QLD QLD 
QLD QLD QLD Equal 
QLD* QLD QLD NSW 
NSW QLD Q LD QLD 
NSW * NSW QLD NSW 
OvERAT.L 
QLD* * 
QLD * *  
QLD 
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he spent his leisure time, as j udged worthy by the assessors. Such activities as reading 
(with extra weighting for maturity of reading level) , hobbies, pla ying a musical 
instrument, choir activity, having a regular j ob, playing sport ,  and so on, were taken 
into consideration . The child with the well-balanced programme would score highly . 
The child who did any of the more approved a ctivities-- reading, hobbies , musi c, 
etc . - -to any extent received a weighting for the amount of time spent on them . The 
child who had to work outside the home received some compensation for that , 
although, of course, a child who has to work outside to the extent that he can do 
none of the other activities deemed worthy should n o t  score heavily o n  such an index , 
however admirable one might think his actions are. 
Oth e r  questionnaire results 
An attempt was made to measure Sociability, Group Health,  and Social Expans­
iveness by means of a series of sociometric questions. The results and analysis and a 
full discussion of implications are contained in Drinkwater ( Hl62) . Although there 
were some suggest ions of difierences that may have been related to co-education, 
the overall tenor of results favours the "homogeneous population" th eory . Great 
differences of group health were foun d but t hese varied within states rather than 
meaningfully across states . 
Indeed, much of the questionn aire response seemed to reinforce the theory of 
comparable social groups on the Austr alian east coast . 
Individual que stion s showing sameness 
Throughout the answers given pertaining to numbers of books read in the past 
week, month , and half-year, there was a tendency for Qneensl anders to exhi b it a 
greater devotion to their literary development ; they claimed to have read more books. 
But the dif erences (e .g .  monthly average of 2 .27 against 2 . 1 9) were not statistically 
acceptable. In this, and in other aspects of reading activities beyond the school 
situation , there were no differences between the states, although , again, there were 
considerable differences between gro ups within states. 
As the social picture expanded , on e state mirrored the other. Much the smne 
proportion of public school childr�n in each state read their parents' books"--about 
60 per cent of each sub-group-and these di vided similarly into those who read 
them "often" and "sometimes " .  Actually a prime reason for the inclusion of this 
question was to discover the incidence of those wh o claimed that their parents had no 
books . The number was small (5 per cent) and evenl y distributed across the states . 
There were slight exceptions shown in the deficiencies of N ew South Wales City 
and Q ueensland Private girls in their public library membership , and New South 
Wal es Private boys seemed not quite to equal th e advantages of their Queensland 
counterparts in within-school membership . Apart from this, however, in twenty-one 
comparisons across th e states, the pattern of library membership is pract ically 
duplicated . 
Neither state has solved the " problem" of persuading children to want to read 
poetry or plays, to any extent, in their own time. Those that do indulge in these 
practices represent a small, even ly distributed percentage of all sub-groups. Just 
where these forms of literature (compulsory in all schools) frt in to the hierarchy of 
early adolescent literary taste can be seen by reference to Table 7 .  
Taste s 
Statements of favourites (even to the number not makin g a choice) in terms of 
types of books preferred , radio and television programmes liked, and type of enter­
tainment desired (from a select list including opera, ballet , symphony, musical 
comedy, and the like) showed consistent patterning across the states . There were sex 
and t ype of school differences, but no between-state differences of any acceptable 
proportions. 
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Tastes in r eading were clearly revealed by a "master" table compiled Jrom an 
original three choices allotted each child .  C onfidence to combine choices in this way 
was given from interviews with a number of children who declared that they " could 
not quite decide which they liked best" when considering the different types of books .  
lt is felt , therefore, that this simplified t able is  not only more dramatic in  its 
revelation but also more accurate. 
TABLE 7 
COMPOSlTI;; TABLE 01<' FAVOURIH; BoOKS (ALLOWING THRJ!E CHOICb;S PJ>R CHILD) 
(Cf\tegories are arranged in rank order and expressed in percentages) 
�;;;- :�� �f]� -���
-
��
-
�
-
e I �f;�r��l;��-���- s�;,�;F;av.-r�1��;; ���s- Poe
.
t: .1��ank -, ;- - .  
NSW 24 · 6  1 7  7 
QLD 24 1 8  8 
7 7 
7 7 
8 
6 
6 4 4 
5 
2 
2 
2 0 · 4  1 1  1 398 
1 0  1 398 
The most striking characteristic w a s ,  as claimed, the homogeneity of choice 
across the states. Not only were the rank orders in both states very similar but the 
actual numbers of  adherents to any particular kind of book were remarkably equal.  
Even the " blanks" were distributed fairly equally across the states . De.finite 
differences between the sexes showed up on the cat egories " Love" an d "School" 
(favoured hy girls) , and on " Science" and " Historical" (favoured by boys) . These 
differences occurred in both states and in all areas and types of school.  
Clearly the most popular radio programmes for Australian east coast t llirteen 
year ol ds were those which featured hit tunes . Apart from this solid leader in all 
positive choices the only category to be, unhea+thily, filled out was that of "no 
particular favourite " '  whereby the indolence and ne�ativism of these early adolescents 
were indicated as being fairly evenly distributed between the states. Even the 
conscientious children who claimed "the news" as their favourite radio programme 
were equal ly divided---thirty-three in each s tate- and quite wel l matched in the 
various sub-groups. 
A table showing bot h the rank order and th e total state choices for each category 
i�  included hy way of empha sis. The orders were identical . 
T ABLE 8 
FAVOU RITE H.ADIO PROGRAMMES 
����--�[-��-�:,-· -�:� ;:�� -_�;1_:�,� ��--�ot:_t:_�- --- �-�-�s_g- c�l 
144 46 :�3 30 1 0  l O  9 6 2 1 7 6  I QLD 
_I 
}Jerhaps this manifestation of i.he potency of a mass medium of information- ··· 
albeit a little dated--and the recognition of stages of development, interests, etc . ,  
may contain a .  l esson for the educationist who wonders what we might do to make 
sch ool a more effective agency in shaping the lives of our future citizens .  
When not relaying "big" shows over an interstate "hook-up " ,  the commercial 
stations are _playing the same pop or sentimental records, and interspersing them 
with advertisements which vary slightly in the addresses of local retailers but which are 
usually peddling goods produced by interstate monopolies, in terms produced by 
interstate-monopoly advertising companies . It is little wonder that radio tastes do 
not differ from state to state ; the schools are having no noticeable effect yet on this 
aspect of .Australian community living. 
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Much o f  what has been s ai d  o f  radio favourites also applied to the " Big Brother" 
mediwn, television . As the country areas sampled were not, at the time of the survey, 
officially catered for, and hence viewing and related habits were dependent on too 
involved a complex of factors, the table and the implications of these remarks and 
comparisons are confmed to the City and Private sub-groups. 
A table of television viewing categories with favourites recorded is included for 
the edification of the reader. The propensity shown in book choices, for children of 
this age to take delight in adventure and detective stories ,  was startlingly reinforced 
here. Of note, if not of concern, was the utter consistency of choice irrespective of 
state, sex, or type of school . 
Category 
NSW 
QLD 
TABLE 9 
FAVOURITE TELEVISION PROGRAMMES 
(Categories in rank order and expressed in percentages) 
- Other__ _ -· ---· - ---- -· ----· - -·- · ·- -
Adventure Comic Family Musical Sport 
8 5 4 5 3 
6 5 4 3 l! 
····-··· ·---··--- · ···-··· . . .. 
Other Blank 
5 6 
8 1 0  
·- ·- __ __ ,_.,,,,. __ ........ 
On the list of selected entertainments the only consistently scoring category was 
the "no favourite" col umn which won 25 to 50 per cent of the various sub-groups 
and significantly featured more boys than girls. Other differences between the sexes 
showed up : girls liked "Ballet ",  b oys liked "Variety" . Both sexes liked musical 
comedy more th<m other things . In quite a vari ed pattern of results there was n o  
suggestion of serious unbalance between the states, a n d  i n  this case the sameness 
persisted between matched adolescents in spite of the difierences in school-guided 
experiences of visits to these same types of entertainment that are revealed later. 
Other leisu re pu rsuits showing sameness 
New South Wales groups proved to be superior in their theoretical knowledge of 
Art/Music/Literature b ackground. :Few significant differences showed, however, when 
the children were asked about their actual perfonnance in music. Sex and area differ­
ences showed in terms of the incidence of non-learners. Between states ,  not only 
were there no significant differences in this incidence but often the actual patterning 
over various instruments was duplicated . 
The reason why some two-thirds of all learners had started was simple enough-­
they "liked th e instrument" .  They were fairly evenly balanced across the states, as 
were the numbers who started because their "parents wanted it" ,  the only other 
substantial reason. 
One further interesting fact emerged from the enquiry as to the number of years 
learners had b een playing their instruments . Answers indicated that similar numbers 
in the same sub-groups in both states had either continued learning or started to 
learn their instruments during their seventh or eighth grade years. The non-local 
reader might wonder at the highlighting of this fact, but to Queenslanders, surely, 
it is a revelation : here, in the years of heavy "Scholarship" pressure,  in preparation for 
what was the f1rst of the "big" external examinations, much the same numbers of 
individuals were turning to the practice of music as relaxation and personality 
expansion as in New South Wales where the children had already passed effortlessly 
on to secondary school. 
Another aspect of worthy leisure time that it was considered might possibly 
be affected by the pressures of the Scholarship was participation by the Queensland 
children in club activities . There was not a shred of evidence to support this supposi­
tion. On the contrary, the consistent and remarkably even patterning of results 
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showed as one of the strongest supports for th e " homogeneous society" theory. 
When a related question,  too, was considered--that which revealed those who held 
positions of responsibility in their clubs ---the similarity between states was further 
emphasized . 
The parallels continued. With the exception of City boys there were similar 
distributions in both states according to hobbies . With the same exception , among 
those with hobbies much the same time was spent in pursuit of this branch of wor thy · 
activities . 
Regular paid j obs in the family were equally rare in both states ; about 20 per 
cent of each sub-group acknowledged this characteristic . J obs outside the family 
were even more rare ; they fluctuated according to sex but not significantly according 
to state. 
Much the same proportions of all area groups have had experience on the stage as 
entertainers. In all areas girls have had slightly more experience than boys. Again 
the differences were within states, not between them. 
In asmuch as these and other results give support to the author's basic rlssumption 
of the one h omogeneous society throughout the states, they tend, of course, to 
negate the possible influences of the differences that existed in school organization . 
Of course, both school systems might have contri b uted considerably to the children 
measured having achieved certain standards , but whatever the determinants of these 
activities might be, they cannot , on this evidence, be related to earlier transfer to 
secondary education, nor to overt differences in teach er training, nor to the existence 
of one-sex or co- educational school s .  
These social similarities i n  early adolescents were so striking that, so far, they 
have dominated discussion . Yet there were differences, too, that showed np in analysis 
of the q uestionnaire results . 
lt1.dividual questions sho wing differences '·I 
N ew South Wales children spent more time listening to the radio ; in the country 
they went to the pictures more often, and in the city they watched more televisi on . 
In all of these groups they spent l ess time on homework. 
The dominant pat tern of the questions relating to the playing of sport empha-· 
sized a direct effect of school organization. New South Wales children played more 
regular sport, on the whole . This coincides with the organizational factor th at all 
New South Wal�s secondary schools had one h alf-day of the school week set aside 
for organized sport ; in this time most inter-school, inter-h ouse, and even regular 
inter-class competition s were run. In th� Queensland situation there was some allow­
ance made on the time-table for regular sport b ut the period was not always used to 
advantage ; there was less inter-school competition, and much of what did go on was 
of an irregular nature--such as the supervision of a game between impromptu sides 
by the non-expert general teacher. This lack of expert atten tion was likely to he 
more pronounced for girls . It is no strain on the imagination to suspect a causal 
relationship in these resul ts .  
One further point of interest regarding the quest ions on sporting activities was 
brought to light by a third set of answers , those relatin g to the regular watching of 
sport .  :Here the effects of dif erential school organizati on, and the resultant partici pa­
tion, have quickly diminished ;  one is again confronted by the homogeneous society . 
There was a consistent sex difference revr.aled ; boys watched sport more than girls ; 
but there was no difference of any note between the rel ated state sub-samples . 
Of those whose musical recreation consisted of singing in choirs there were greater 
numbers among the Queenslanders ; but the differences could not be shown to be 
sign ificant in five of the groups. This, together with the "instrument" results ,  showed 
that the "oppressed northerners" were at least holding their own in the "practical 
music" aspect of the cultural sphere.  
What differences there were showed no obvious relationship bet ween school 
choir activity and any other . No two patterns were the same ; and the state dif erence 
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that exists cannot, apparently, be allied to school organization, except where the 
inclusion of a choir in the school was the direct contribution to the pattern . 
Another combination of results which reveals an organizational difference and 
yet strengthens the homogeneous society theory was seen in the analysis of answers 
to those questions pertaining to visits and trips made, in the first instance, with the 
school and, secondly, independently of school . There was no doubt about the fact 
that school organized extra-mural activities involving visits to concerts, trips to 
factories, and the like were more widespread in New South Wales, in all areas and 
types of schools and for both sexes . Here was a signinca.nt procedural difference 
between the states . 
The results on visits outside  school showed that there was no carry-over o:f 
proportion of activity from the within-school situation . In all sub-groups Queensland 
made relative advances and in seven of twelve comparisons the Queensland children 
actually reversed the pattern of freq uency of visits ; in all other cases they cu t the 
dif erences to insignificant,  mostly negligible, proportions . This constituted a strong 
suggestion that the carry-over into life of worthy school activities might not al ways 
be wh at the fond theorist surmises. 
The other state differences that unequivocally existed between the thirteen year 
nlds surveyed were those directly influenced by time-table inclusions or equally 
immediate aspec�ts o£ school organization .  One dramatic difference showed between 
proportions in various categories on the question of why children dislike the subj ect 
they m.ost dislike . Similar numbers (in some cases, identical numbers) were " Bored " ,  
"Can't Do It " ,  "Don't Do Well In It " ,  and s o  o n ,  but 1 0  per cent to 2 0  per cent in 
Nc:w South Wales, against none in Queensland, disliked a subj ect because of the 
"Teacher" ("The teacher is a nong" ---as one child so charmingly put it) . Queensland 
primary teachers were spared this particular piece of proj ection because they were 
responsible for all sub j ects (all three -Queensland children disliked either English, 
Mathema l:i r.s, or Social Studies) . The Queensland teach er may have been the reason 
that a ch i ld  disliked school a !together, but he d id not become identifi ed with a single 
subj ect. 
An other difference between the daily activities of public-school children in the 
two states which wa s d irectly related to a sch ool organizational point was that 
concerning travel time. Jn both City and Rural areas the New South W ales children 
spent longer each day travelling to and from their schools . This was particularly so 
in the cities, where the sel ective organization of the Sydney schools resulted in much 
more travelling than any sort of area system, whether of primary or secondary 
schools, would require. This finding was reinforced by that which showed that New 
South vVales ch ilclrPn travelled by train , tram, or bus in much greater numbers th an 
Qu eenslanclers. 
School subjects 
All Queensland children,  in all areas and types of school, did more homework 
than the boys and girls of New South Wales. This extra homework time was spent 
mainly on Mathematics and Social Studies ; English ran a very poor third among the 
three subj ects pursued by Q ueenslanders . No meaningful inte rstate comparisons 
can be made on these bases as the fu ndamental difference that existed is that of the 
wider dispersion of energies by the N ew South Wales children among the greater 
range of subj ects that they studied . This also affected the results on favourite subj ect, 
most disliked subj ect, and subj ect desired. 
It was of interest that the definite patterns-according-to-sex of likes and dislikes 
in English (which is for girls) and Mathematics (which is for boys) within Queensland 
were not repeated in New South Wales when a greater spread of subj ects was being 
considered. 
When asked about their most disliked subj ect a significantly greater number of 
Queenshmders claimed that they had none.  This implication, that Queenslanders 
were more contented with what their schools had to otier, turned out to he consistent 
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with other findings o f  the survey.  When asked how long they woulcl like to stay on at 
school, fewer Queensl anders cl aimed that they would "leave as soon as possibl e " 
and a greater number than New South Wales could provide declared that they wo uld 
"stay on as long as possible" . Much the same numbers in both states indicated that 
their parents would make them stay or that they would "have to leave " .  The differ­
ences found could not be shown to be significant but th e  consistency of direction on 
these questions which provided b ackgTound on attitude to school is worthy of note. 
This tendency of  Queenslanders to apparent piety, where personality differences 
showed, is more fully discussed, in the total context of the investigation, in the 
following section. 
IV. THE GENERAL PATTERN OF RESULTS 
Th e results of the investigation of specific traits have been considered . It is of 
some v alue to collate these in a search for overall patterns that might bring out the 
extent of the role played by sch ool organization .  
School o rganization and attain ments 
The pattern of communication skill results seems, overall , to favour New South 
Wales, although the issue is far from clear cut . There are wide differences within the 
states but more New Sonth Wales groups are significantly superior in Reading and 
Vocabulary. The southern state children, too, are superior in Composition (G eneral 
Effect) an d are prepared to write more th an Queenslanders. But they are surpassed 
by Queensland in the accuracy of their written expression ; and at least one Queensland 
group is signiftcantly superior in Reading and Vocabulary. 
Tn other verbal skills, where one might expect the more able readers to excel, the 
pattern of results, following a mixed Reading resl.jllt, b ecomes exceedingly complex. 
N ew South Wales children surpass their northern counterparts in two of the four 
subj ect divisions which yield definite results (Science and Art/Music/Literature) ; in 
the field of Social Studies,  favoured by their owu syllabus ,  the northern children 
perform better than those in New South Wales .  The General Knowledge measure, 
which was created from three subj ect tests which were d if erently distributed, tends 
to favour New South Wales groups who performed better on two of the three tests : 
but the result is not simple, and the New South Wales Rural children, as a sub-group. 
are not superior at all in this respect . On th e reading activity index, although in four 
sub-groups New South Wales has a higher score than Queensland, only one of these 
is acceptably so, ·whil e the two remaining comparisons, which favour Queenslan d,  
do so significantly. 
Various results of the quest ionnaire which throw light on aspects of reading, 
suc h as numbers of books read and types of books preferred, indicate that the children 
of the two states are remarkably similar in their habits and tastes . This appreciation 
of simi lar types of "entertainment" carries over into the results of that part of the 
investigation which shows characteristics associated with some aspects of the maj or 
social media of communication, the film, radio, and television . Preferences are similar, 
both in ord er and proportion, throughout both states. 
Dif erences that show are those concerned with frequency of utilization of these 
same media. New South Wales children---as recipients, of course, in a one-way 
communication--tend to use them more . 
But these aspects of the products of educational systems do not present the 
whole communication picture.  The essential skills of speaking and listening were not 
sampled and tested, and it is possible that a school sy stem that appeared to be defieicnt 
in any of the impor tant variables that were checked could be compensating admirably, 
if it were lead ing its children to excel in the most valuable communication skills for 
the "good" citizen, oral and auditory proficiency. Hence some qualitative mention 
of oral skills is necessary. 
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" l i te author hesitates to offer wh at can only be a subj ective j u dgment o n  inter­
state standards in these skills .  A number of " expert" non-Qucenslanders with whom 
the matter has been discussed have o ffered the o pinion that New South Wales would 
be superior ; few of th e Queenslan ders consulted have had experience outside the 
state, and hence base their judgments on the rare cases of interstate transfer that 
h ave come their way. This writer, during a number of years of observing and teaching 
in both states, has witnessed many instances of great ability in both, and m any 
instances of poor ability in both . Th ere is possibly a tendency in New South Wales 
for more lip-service, and a few more practices and emphases, to be devoted to oral 
skills (and it is this, usually, that has influenced the above-mentioned "experts" ) , 
bnt one wonders if this is S tlfficient to bring about any real chan ge. Both school 
systems, as they are practised, play a relatively insignificant part in refming oral 
skills, apart from being the cause of children coming together for the social intercourse 
that provides the most extensive practice and development of speech habits for 
tomorrow's citizens . 
Other pressures in the society, particul arly the home and general social environ ­
ment, are likely to completely outweigh any school effect . This does not necessarily 
imply social class distinctions -the matter of accent is not an important issue within 
Australia (as long as one has an A ustralian accent) and socio-economic status is 
usually displayed either through occupation (or lack of it) or the display of m aterial 
wealth and power. But talkers tend to come from talking backgrounds ; on the whole, 
introverts condition quieter, more reflective children . In addition , the whole vital 
question of motivation for the development of speech skills is so unexplored, and the 
capacity of most i ndivirlu als to modi fy th eir  proced ures if sufficiently motivated- - ·  
especially a t  the age o f  thirteen--is so great , that the author would qualitatively 
claim that speech skill s as demonstrated by citizens both real and potential, through ­
out both s tates, tend to indicate the homogeneity of the society. 
Further accomplishm ents which are likely to relate cl osely to communication 
skills, but which have not been m easured by this study, are those which are aimed at or 
officiall y practised in a single state only. These include foreign l an guages and speci fic 
sciences, which are taken by about half the N c�w South Wal es secondary population, 
and extensions of the formal English programme-such a.s elaborate parsing, more 
detailed analysis, the learning of exten sive lists of Latin and Greek roots, and the like 
· ·-·in Queensland. It is a fair conj ecture that those st ates which practise them would 
excel in their respective subj ect inclusions, at the large group level. 
This proposition is supported by the results in those things that we hav e 
measured. The pattern is complex. One can still attemp t, however, to assign causes , 
ancl to determine the extent to which organizational factors are operating in produci ng 
these results.  It seems fairly appan!ni: that the organization of a subj ect into the sylla-­
bus , and, to a certain point, the degree to which a subj ect is emphasized within tha.t 
syllabus, consti tn te strong determinants of success in terms of large group performance.  
For those who think this is  merely pointing the obvious ,  a needless j ustification 
of common sense principles, the auth or suggests a perusal of the class ranges contained 
in Appendix A. These indicate very forcefully th at the inclusion of a subj ect, or the 
emphasizing of it in the time-t able,  could not be t aken as a pointer to <mything 
concerning the performance of any given individ�tal. Even at the class level , oth er 
factors such as intelligence, socio-economic level, and teacher quality can distort 
results to the extent that no class in one system will necessarily surpass any one in 
another system j ust because the emphasis officially given might be q uite different. 
I t  is only wh en a cross-section of classes is taken that the overall pattern of dominance 
can confidently be expected to show. 
Perhaps the mathematics resu l ts provide the clearest example h ere. Earlier 
A . C . E . H . fmdings revealed that ,  b eyond a certain limit , excessive time spent on 
repetitive treatment of a subj ect can be time wastecJ . 7  Neverth eless, the consistent 
7See K.  S. Cunningham and ·w. T. Price, The Standardization of a.n A ustralian A rithmetic "Test .  
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Queensland superiority in the field of mathematics is almost certainly the result 
of years of continued emphasis on arithmetical practices . Some Queensland children 
may have done more than was necessary ; but they have certainly done enough . One 
must not forget, of course, that most New South Wales children tested spend over 
three hundred minutes per week in mathematics instruction time, and they more 
than share th e expressed faith in the subj ect as a means of developing the " faculty" 
of logic. 8 But their groundwork has not been as thorough, and their programme has 
already been broadened to a greater extent than in Queensland. So the discrepancy in 
attainment can be attributed to  the Queensland organizational additions of time-table 
emphasis and classroom traditions, hours of homework, and external examination 
pressure-all of which are inter-related. 
It has been suggested before (A .C .E .R. ,  1953) that this heavy emphasis on 
mathematics instruction might well be contributing directly to Queensland's inferior 
position in other, more important , skills . Indeed, to make the point in terms of the 
relevant Social Superstition :  in the case of Queenslanders, the excessive study of 
mathematics interferes with the fuller development of their logical minds. To all this 
is added the last but most import ant of the differences shown : that New South Wales 
children are superior in their knowledge of, and skill in interpreting, Study Sources. 
They reveal greater independence in the world of learning . A gen eralization on the 
attainment section of the battery could be that New South Wales organization 
results in slightly better all-round development . And tllis is achieved with a more 
extensive subj ect range, in an environment in which children play more sport , go 
for more school visits, attend to radio, television, and films more often, lose more 
time in travelling, and do less homework. 
Two overall explanations suggest themselves. The more positive is that through 
presenting a broader and more flexible time-table, with specially trained "expert " 
teachers , through removing a deal of pressure 9n the cllildren by demanding less 
homework, by including more entertaining and lfusorbing activities in their school 
routine, by encouraging them in wi der and more effective recreation,  and by leaving 
them free to utilize more of their own time in any way they like, the New South 
Wales authorities allow their children to flourish and develop more vigorously and 
more strongly . As part of this healthy growth, in an environment conducive to 
learning, the chil dren achieve a better attainment record than those of the 
northern state who are still confined to a rath er more rigid "elementary" 
instruction. 
The more negative, sadder, but perhaps more likely, point of view is that the 
New South Wales groups are not particularly "superior" at all ; the Queenslanclers 
are a little inferior to a New South Wales performance which is far from admirable. 
They are inferior, not because the school is called "primary" and the children are 
spared a bewildering variety of teachers at an uncertain age, or because the study of a 
modern foreign language is postponed in their lives for a further two years (which 
they catch up before matriculation) , but because they waste a great deal of their 
school time in practices in which the gains are not commensurate with the time 
expended. Certainly it has been shown that real gains are made in terms of speed and 
accuracy in the basic arithmetical processes and in achieving formal excellence in the 
writing of the vernacular . More could have been demonstrated in terms of some of the 
out-elated matters that are still compulsorily drilled into all clllldren at class level. 
For apart from esoteric mathematical conversion tables, referred to before, and a 
deal of quite in valid grammar, much of that extra homework time is spent by children 
slaving for hours over such practices as free-hand map drawing , the result of which, 
except for the gifted few, is usually an inaccurate basis for the following lesson , if 
not frustration and condemnation as well ; while, in cidentally , gross errors of fact in 
•Revealed in the Social Superstitions tes t. 
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out-dated texts are sometimes not even noticed by teachers or children who never 
look outside the system's  set books . 9 
The criticism, then, is not that Queensland children cover a limited range of 
subj ects- --for within the titles, Social Studies and English, any aspects of education 
could be encompassed-but that classroom traditions, which are affected by certain 
inclusions in the syllabus, as well as by teaching methods and, in turn, examination 
pressure, produce an educationally unjustified stultification of free enquiry and 
consequent ability in independent learning. At worst the extra recreational activity 
of the New South Wales children is a repetitive, but relatively harmless, escape from 
reality-games, pop tunes, and some more crime and westerns on the television ; at 
its best it is the devotion of time to healthy sporting activities, to the better pro­
grammes of radio and television, and to the seeing of better films ; all of which are an 
exte11sion of vicarious experience which should form part of the basic education of 
those being prepared for citizenship in modern Australian society. At the same time 
an enj oyable present is provided for the child, at whatsoever stage he is observed. 
Summing up : in relation to the aims of both systems, which are the basis of this 
study, New South Wales is achieving many of its attainment goals to a greater 
extent,  with less effort and more apparent enj oyment , than is Queensland. Apart 
from the fairly immediate effects of information presented in school time, the aspect 
of New South Wales organization to which these "gains" can be attributed is a 
freedom from some of the more oppressive procedures which are still current ii1 
Queensland. Conversely, it could be claimed that a difference in outlook and conse­
quent organization, influencing traditional classroom practices, might be having a 
deterrent effect on individual development in the Queensland system. 
Indeed, both states have much to be concerned about in these attainment 
results. Certainly, the tests were constructed to yield means around the 50 per cent 
mark ; hut this was all too easily done with a pool of items, all of which were assessed 
as necessary knowledge for the good citi:r.en. 
School o rganization and personality 
The obvious question that comes to mind, when a claim is made for "apparent" 
enj oyment among the New South Wales children, con cerns their attitude to education, 
relative to that of the Queenslanders. One remembers that the expressed attitude of 
Queensland children was significantly more favourable than that of New South Wales 
children in this age group . Should one have expected the more relaxed system i n  
New South Wales to engender better attitudes ? 
There are several explanations which conld cover an apparent inconsistency. 
The first point is that this measure of attitudes to two different educational systems 
is by no means a measure of any comparative aspects of those systems. None of the 
children expressing an attitude is expressing a preference ; each state knows only its 
own institutions . Were it otherwise, were we able to get a choice score from children 
who had experienced both systems, it might be interesting but it would be quite a 
different measure from the one obtained. Attitude to education, as measured here, 
must certainly be, partly, a function of school·-conditioned attitudes ; but it must 
also be seen as part of a general social pattern of attitudes. What appear to be large 
differences in school procedures, when we measure them and nothing more, become 
relatively slight influences when seen as part of the total social pattern. 
:Each child's choice is limited by what he knows. His obj ect here is to distinguish 
between "edncation" as represented by what he has seen and experienced, and no 
education at all ; he is not able to see his own schooling in any detached way. Hence, 
"Queensland i s  said to have originated the story concerning the demand f01· au out-datccl 
geographical "fact" in an important examin a tion answer. When the situation was pointed out 
by a small group who notic ed that the set book was wrong, there was considerable consternation, 
which resulted in this pontifical proclamation from the examining authority : " The examinati on 
will be marked in accordance with the set boo k. Rut steps sh oul d  be taken to ensure that no 
child is pen alised for having the correct answer . "  
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whatever is indicated by the better attitude in Queensland , it can in no way be 
regarded as the result of a comparative evaluation of the two systems . Therefore no 
real inconsistency or surprise result exists. The Queensland altitude could even be, 
partly, the result of a greater hunger for an i ncreased educati on that , to some extent , 
has already come to the southern state.  
But there is no reason to accep t  these results as anything but a genuine expression 
of respect for education as represented by the schooling received. One must remember 
that the relative position of the children in their respective schools could be a factor 
that affects results,  especially in attitude and personality investigations . The 
Queensland children were the top group , th e biggest and most exalted year in their 
school, and, as the Scholarship class after seven years of waiting , at the pinnacle of 
th eir importance in a school which often gave the impression that its main function 
was to keep up percentages of Scholarship passes. Th ey were also in the last year of 
the compulsory schooling legally demanded by the society . Whatever his age the 
chil d could leave after completing the Scholarship and, although the social forces 
have now modified to the extent that over HO per cent of children go voluntarily 
on to a year or more of secondary school, there must have been a considera bl e sense 
of achi evement and "growing up" about being in the Scholarship year . 
New South Wales second year children , on the other h and, were neither new nor 
old in their school. Although they were in a "big" school , they were the least con­
spicuous of th e firs t three years , not freshers being newly guided, and not Intermediate 
candidates being prepared for th eir very important examination . None of the cbildren 
tested had any prospect of leaving school for some time, and there was no hint of 
finality about the courses they were pursuing. 
This reflection arouses several possibilities. It might be rated an important point 
in N ew S outh Wales's favour that th ere was no suggestion of regarding the children 
tested as nearly "basically educated" . It was certainly not the attitude of any reput­
abl e  Queensland educationist that the Queenslanl!t children were basically educated 
by Scholarship stage ; but it was stiJl the offi cial position , and almost a quarter of 
the population took advantage of it . 
Secondly , it is possible that the benignity that so often accompanies " seniority" 
was modifying the attitude of the Queenslanders to " education" . Education , 
obviously, largely consists of what they have already done . They may do more, and 
many wish to, but they are not compelled ;  they might well be benevolent in their 
outlook towards it . The N ew South Wales children , on the other hand, saw themselves 
as only part-way o n a more lengthy j ourney. They might simply be expressing the 
greater doubts that beset the weary plodder who fi n ds himself far from the end of any 
set eourse . If this is a contributing faetor in determin ing the differenees in attitud e , 
then we have another trait affeeted by organizat ion ! 
In addi tion to Attitude to Education , Queensland is superior in Attitude to 
Good Workmansl1ip, and in those aspects of Moral Judgments that sho w differences. 
Where the other tests, Moral Contrasts, Attitude to Authority, and the Sociometric 
study , also show differences, which though not definite might suggest that one st ate 
is more admirable, the state is Queensland . The most outst anding general finding 
concerning N ew South Wales and the personality tests is that the state does not 
excel in any of them . 
Hut the emotional expansiveness and the general h ealth of classes did not seem 
to be dependent on the state o f  origin . Attitudes to authority were, on the whole, 
s imil arly spread throughout all groups in both state. Many results were mixed. 
An aggregate of in dications from the in di vidual personality assessments would 
more strongly favour a generalization of sameness across the states rather than diff­
erences between them. But the above-mentioned specific and significant differences 
did show up, and where they showed, tb ey favoured Queenslan d.  So some attempt at 
eluddation should be offered . 
One explanation of all this is a purely negative one . Jt must be mentioned, 
however, not only because it cannot be refuted and therefore should be con sidered, 
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but also because it has been orally put to the author in discussion of these phenomena 
with various educationists, from both states. Queenslanders, the argument goes , are 
educated in a more formal and rigid atmosphere, in terms of both external examina­
tion dictation and within-classroom practices encouraged by a more prescriptive (in 
practice) syllabus. These characteristics of instruction are likely to result in individuals 
who are more prone to answer tests according to what they think should be put 
rather than according to the genuine situation . The tests used were all merely paper 
and pencil checks . The Queenslanders therefore tend to show up in a more favourable 
light not because of any potential behavioural difference but because of a more 
conformist approach to the theoretical problems posed . An absorbing reflection in 
this connection is that, were this really so, the greater the degree of conformity to 
approved answers, the greater would be the apparent "immorality" of the more 
"honest" state! 
Although an aggregate of relevant research findings would lend support to this 
theory there are other factors which must be considered and other explanations 
possible. There is no evidence in these research results to offer a firm foundation for 
such reasoning. One might consider other factors, then , and suspect the attitude of 
such critics when they fmd the facts not agreeing with their subj ective, and usually 
biased, expectations. 
An attempt has been made to prevent many parts of this study from representing 
an extension of interstate competition ; yet th!'rc is little doubt th at, in the minds of 
many people who have been consulted or involved in it, such elements are not entirely 
missing. Interstate rivalries and comparisons are such in Australia that not only 
would most lay minds see this study as predominantly a report on a broad competition, 
but to some extent their cumulative reaction could cause political embarrassment 
for authorities concerned . This is almost certainly an important factor in explaining 
th e dearth of such studies on the Australian scene,  when they would be of immense 
interest and value to all states. 
The situation here regarding the personality tests is that the children were 
assured of anonymity and the responses, throughout all schools in both states, 
indicated that they had accepted the assurances of the examiner. One would not be 
so naive as to conclude therefore that there would not be cases of conformism to 
those answers assessed as more desirable, but there is no definite basis for alleging 
that this would take place more in one state than the other. I ndeed--reversing a 
previous argument--if there is any "evidence" in any direction at all it is that New 
South Wales, the less "honest" state, would be perfonning less reliably. The author 
chooses henceforth to ignore such bickering until valid evidence is presented. 
The tests used were carefully prepared for the purpose of the study and shown to 
be effective instruments, however limited the aspect of an aim each might cover. lt is 
extremely likely that a greater number of more detailed tests would merely accentuate 
and detail the pattern which has fairly clearly emerged here. 
So limited was the coverage of traits, as against a total personality picture, and 
so complex the variables that could not be controlled in this assessment, that the 
following attempt at explanation can only be offered as suggestive. It is an explana­
tion, however, that fits all the facts that have come to light . 
A clue given in the Sociometric results sets the basis for thi:> theory. There appear 
to be signs of greater social expansiveness, among some Queensland classes, which 
can be explained as one of the effects of the more long·-term stability of the groups 
concerned. This stability is the key. On the whole the educational environment of 
the Queensland thirteen year old has not been seriously disturbed for eight years. 
'Jhc school building, the maj ority of the peer group , and the main social forces 
working within and upon the school have varied little ; where they have changed, and 
where teaching personnel have come and gone, these experiences have been shared 
by a cohesive and relatively permanent coterie, so that any emotional or disturbing 
effects are accepted as externally imposed events which do not upset the essential 
nature of things . The schools are, to a greater extent than those checked in N ew South 
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Wales, more local in their intake and other aspects of organi;.;ation ; it is likely that 
to some extent their social outlook is more parochial than in New South Wales. The 
children have had the problem of adj usting to a number of ad ult personalities , but, 
on the whole, at the rate of only one per year, and their adj ustment has had a greater 
ch ance of completeness when they have shared the procr.d ures of a ll " school" work, 
together with such experiences as games and any visits or special functions, with a 
single guide and mentor. 
The New South Wales children, on the other hand, had undergone a considerable 
organizational upset eighteen months prior to the administration of these te3ts. 
Following six years of a background such as th at just described for Queenslanders 
they h ad suffered a change of school environment, thr�y had had to adj ust to th eir 
knowledge coming in discreet " packages " each with its own subj ect label, and 
possibly most impressi ve of all, they had faced an adaptation to rq,'ll ar but frequen t 
changes of ad ult guidance (and example) during any one school day or week. The 
common secondary device of appointing one of the subj ect teachers as a ' ' form" 
master is an attempt at compensation , but in many respects is an inadeq uate 
substitute , for the single-teacher organization of the primary schooL 
The New South Wales children have also made the personal adj ustment from 
being the oldest and therefore the most important chil dren in their "little" school to 
relatively insignificant roles in their new " big" schooL In the case of city children in 
New South Wales this modi fication has been further complicated by the fact that a 
percentage of the children would be feeling relatively successful in having achieved 
placement in a better (selective High) school while others would be aware of the 
fact that they had been relegated to a second-grade school-in spite of t he 
terminology, Junior Technical or Domestic Science . 
What an� the apparent effects of these organization al di!ferenccs ? The N ew South 
Wales ch ildren appear to be more "sophisticated',' than those of Queensland . This 
j udgment is based on their slight superiority in �{ttainments , both measured and 
assessed, the tendency to be less socially " superstitious " on some items than the 
Queenslanders , and the superiority of their standard in independent study skills . 
As the Sociometric results show us, the children have qnite quickly welded into 
fairly h eal thy social groups.  B ut ,  as observation and such phenomena as the proj ec-· 
tion of subj (':ct weaknesses against individual teachers reveal, they have achieved an 
existence which is more independent of any particular adult guide, and therefore more 
independent of adults, than they previously had. The social unit is more essentially 
the class, rather than the class and the class tt�acher as was the case in primary 
school. 
This increased independence has apparently not heen without cost. In making 
their more responsible adj ustment to the increased pressures of l iving represented 
by a more complex school organization the New South Wales chilrl.ren have suffered 
some emotion al anrl moral disturbance. In their moral j u dgments they are inclined 
to be more t olerant of aberration s from the strict demands of society ;  they tend to be a 
little less definite in their awareness of those actions considered more ethical jn 
society and are likely to perform at a relatively " worse" level ; their attitude to the 
doing of a good j ob for its own sake is significantly less desirable ;  the only indication of 
differences in attitude to authority shows that New South Wales thirteen year olds 
generally are more highly authoritarian in their attitude to the treatment of criminals, 
a possible reaction to increased social pressure ;  an d, in spite of the apparently more 
relaxed time they are allowed to have, both in and out of school, their attitudes to 
education do not equal those of their harder worked, more stable neighbours . 
Support for this theory comes when we can directly trace one case of "moral 
breakdown " to the fact that the New South Wales child ren have been forced to come 
to grips with their total social environment to a greater extent---and this by school 
organization . The groups who show that they most have to use publ ic  transport also 
show that they are least opposed to dishonesty in th at environment .  The further 
possible diffen�n C('S in "moral lassitude " ,  a l tb ough not dmnonstrahl y significant , are 
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" damning" in their direction ; these could be a function of the alleged " sophistica­
tion" ,  which in its turn is a result of an earlier forced independ ence--the result of 
school organization. 
Thus the phenomena can be explained in a logic which takes account of all those 
aspects of education and children with which this study is concerned.  The author has 
deliberately refrained from evaluating all this-and apologizes for what might seem , 
therefore, the excessive use of inverted commas in describing "moral" terms . The 
point is,  of course, that only the society concerned can evaluate the worth, or, if it i s  
discovered that dilemmas exist, the relative merits,  o f  effects revealed. Postponement 
of temptations may not be really desirable .  It is possible that Queenslanders might 
yet have to go through this s tage, as an unavoidable aspect of maturation m1d 
preparation for responsible social living. On the other hand, what appear to he 
unwelcome concomitants of certain aspects of education might be modifi able by 
greater educational effort-including further refinements in organization. 
School organization and the homogeneous society 
Having discussed in what ways orgm1ization might have had some influence on 
the traits of pupils , it is of interest to consider in which aspects-an d why, if possible 
-- it did not have an expected effect . 
The alleged broadening of horizons, and wh at has been called sophistication ,  
i n  the New South Wales groups have had n o  apparent effect on tastes that seem t o  be 
ch aracteristic of age and sex.  Numbers of books read approximate to the figures 
presented by Connell, Francis & Skilbeck (1 957 ) and Whiteman (1950) for Sydney 
thirteen year olds rather than to the high counts of the older , non-Australian studie� 
by .J enkinson (1946) and Scott (Hl47) . But there may have been a genuin e  decline in 
book reading over the p ast fifteen years. Preferences indicated are not only close to 
all previous studies in terms of rank order but are also of very similar percentage 
distrib utions . Differences by sex that showed, such as historical books for boys and 
school stories for girls, are only confirming findings in the earlier studies. Revelations 
in the earlier Australian studies concerning books owned, books bought, and the 
reading of parents ' books seem to reflect · the pattern not only for the Sydney 
environment but for all east coast areas. 10  
Several of Jenkinson's general conclusions receive equal support from both 
states ; for instance, "the private reading of boys and girls . . .  is largely chosen from 
inferior books, magazines and newspapers" .11 In spite of the rare differences by sex 
mentioned, on the whole "the factors corrunon to both sexes as human beings are 
more important in the growth of taste than are the factors which distinguish the 
" 
sexes . 
The pattern of sex preferences seems to have changed slightly since the classi c 
study by Tennan & Lima ( 1 925, p .  7:3) , ma.inly in the increased choice by girls of 
"adventure" books (a d irect reflection of overall social changes, perhaps ! ) ; but even 
here there are many similarities that lead one to suspect that the characteristics 
being checked are determined by social structure interacting with certain elements 
of human nature. It is not surprising in the present study that there are only insignifi­
cant differences between two socially similar sta les . The reorganization of children 
into secondary schools obviously has no effect,  in itself, in determi ning the aspects 
of reading considered here. 
1f selection of favourites in other fiel ds , too- --in radio, television, and various 
forms of organized entertainment--is alleged to be a manifestation of some aspect of 
maturity , then in these respects there are no maturity differences between the states.  
Whatever constitutes maturity in terms of class social structures, and this 
would vary somewhat according to subj ectively estahli�;hecl criteria, there is no basis 
1°For· a full background discussion see W. F. Connell, E. P .  Frando, nnd E.  F.  Skilbeck , 
Growing Up in an A ustra.lian City. pp. I '73 fl. 
11 A. J .  Jenkinson, Wha-t Do B nys and Girls Rwd.) , p. l ii2 .  
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in the Sociometric results for a firm decision on whether the children of one state or the 
other definitely make more mature social adj ustments .  Revelations of greater social 
expansiveness in Rural groups in Queensland-which have been attributed to the 
longevity of the class structure- are b alanced by suggestions of beneficial effects in 
New South Wales which seem to be complicated by whether organization is co-educa­
tion al or not ; and the point has been made that New South Wales groups have 
achieved their position of fairly widespread equivalence in a shorter time together. 
But to decide arbitrarily which of these patterns is more mature would only distort 
the main contribution of the sociometric study, that th e characteristics of groups in 
both states are very similar an d are conditioned by l arger social <md personal 
fmvironmental factors more than by school organization . 
The maj or social determinants of behaviour also diminish the effects of school 
in most activities relating to th e use of leisure time , the worthy conditioning of which 
is an avowed aim of both school systems. Not only the assessed leisure activity index 
but most of the questions pertaining to special aspects of leisure pursuits indicated 
rem arkable similarities between the representatives of the sub-groups as well as 
across states. It is fairly obvious from this that the schools are doing j obs of equal 
" efficiency" in respect to this aim.  
It would be much more difficult and hazardous to conj ecture on the efficiency of 
the j ob that both systems are doing. One would have suspected, from a theoretical 
consideration of efforts made, that N ew South Wales, with its increased sport, 
greater and freer inclusion of Art/Musi c/Han dwork, m ore school visits and, at the 
time of the study, greater expendi ture per head on education, would have prod uced 
a potential citizen who was more worthily active in his leisure moments . The fact 
that this has not happened indicates fairly conclusively that the determinants of 
such characteristics rtre more in the n ature of sex, age, socio-economic b ackground, 
and overall social emphases on recreational patt�rns than they are in primary or 
secondary school organization, exact geographic �ocation, or even, in this case, in 
modifications of curriculum and time-table. This is not to say, of course, th at schools 
coul d not have a powerful effect in  conditioning such facets of character, but it is 
extremely likely that the formal educational institutions would have to be working 
along with other agencies of education in the total society, such as the mass media 
and legislation affect ing the total structure of social living. 12 
Organization and conflict situations 
It has already been pointed out that the New South Wales system which thrusts 
indepen dence upon its developing children at an earlier age than does Queensland's 
could, at the same time, and by the same organizational modificati ons, be contributing 
to at least a temporary ethical decline .  One's evaluation of the organization would 
depend very much upon which particular aspect of its effects was being considered. 
It may be that organizing authorities are able to make a full prognosis of their 
innovations, and that when they perceive such a conflict to be unavoidable they 
solemnly weigh the merits and demerits before making important decisions . 
But one wonders, at times, whether apparently valuable aspects of organization 
are always foreseen and assessed in context. Conflicts of practice are n ot always 
brought about by multiple efiects of a single phase of organization . Sometimes one 
worthy aim is militated against by the cumulative effeds of other established pro­
cedures. There is a suspicion of this in consideration of the Social Superstition results. 
On the whole,  there were no striking patterns sho wing differences between the 
states. The evidence supports the theory that the overall social determinants of 
personality are the mass media and the spread of traditional beliefs. These might be 
d emonstrably false, but they still permeate the maj or part of the reading material--·· 
the "i nferior books, magazines and newspapers" of Jenkinson's  q uotation--that 
- · · · - ··--· - · · ···---· ------- --·--·-·------- - · ······---·-·-·-··--,-·,-·--,-·-·----· ···--
--- · 
12The German You th movement of the twenties and thirties, and current pmctices in the 
U.S.S.R. and elsewhere, demons tra r(J l:his point: , 
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forms the stapl e recreational literature of the societ y . Perhaps , where the school 
thinks it is combating such forces, its total e ffect is no t to do so . 
The conscious propagation of falsity is not confined to the more obviously 
reprehensible sources of public information . Much of both the set and the encouraged 
reading of adolescents , in and through the schools, libraries, and better homes of the 
community, consists of "classics" , which are presented to the children with all the 
impact of compl ete soci al approval . Th e t otal effect of these books, as presented , is 
not necessarily a desirable one .  Because of the veneration in which they arc held, 
their presentation , when it involves a mere rehash o£ traditional critical literature, 
might militate against genuine critical acceptance . Yet this veneration, when it is 
really deserved (which is less often than it is ostensibly awarded by adolescents who 
have certain examination hurdles to clear) , is not al ways for the accuracy of thought 
contained within the h allowed pages. 
A novel can he "great " without being socially or scientifically accnrate .  This is 
particularly so in relat ion to the social sciences with which the Superstitions test was 
heavily loaded. The books are written, however brilliantly, by human beings and are 
d ul y  weighted with human bias. Often, too, they were written in a time of greater 
scientific ignorance. This is particularly so in the case of the type of classic usually 
selected as a set text , or as a worthy example, for developing adolescents in Australia . 
Not only are books written before the turn of this century a less arb itrary choice as 
" important " -- - it takes time to hecome a "classic "-but they are decided ly "safer" in 
their adherem�e to what the schools put forward as the canons of middle cl ass 
morality . 
Ev en at their best these books are often strong in sentimentality , compensation, 
and the concept of retribution. These are the very characteristics shown up by the 
Social Superstitions test . Indeed, it is "modern " books that share these features that 
tend to win selection as set and recommended readers. At their worst the books are so 
deviant from real l ife in both their sentiment and action tb at many teachers dare not 
present them as bases for lessons which lead to critical thinking. Other teachers, 
unsure as critics themselves, simply perpetuate the cycle of insincerity which created 
their own insecurity . The study of literature becomes, with all the prestige of system 
acceptance, a very ef ective counter to those parts of the school programme which do 
consciously set out to encourage critical thought . It was demonstrated13 that many 
of the teachers themselves are likely to contribute directly to the presentation of 
falsity. So not only  from the teach ers but from the choice and presentation of set 
books the school's contribution can be mixed and self-contradictory in matters per­
taining to critical thinking an d independent j udgment . It is little wond er that other, 
more consis tent, forces in society triumph and leave a cross-state pattern of Social 
Superstitions which is far from comforting. 
One begins to see, then, why patterns of personality characteristics affected by 
the t wo ostensibly differen t types of organization are not more definite than might 
be expected by the advocates of one or the other. Both in preliminary arguments and 
the discussion of ensuing results the states have been shown as socially similar. So 
much of the conditioning of individuals is effected by the general social environment. 
particularly when the school tends to exist as an extern ally imposed, to some extent 
alien, authority . Many of th e alleged differences between the primary and secondary 
schools pale into insigni ficance when considered as part of the t otal vision of school 
in society . The similarities, and in particular the basic role of representing formal 
instmction and l egally imposed discipline for a section of society , are so much more 
important than just what that instruction is or how it is administered. 
But there is one other factor of great importance in the total educative process, 
which has been consciously neglected by controls and therefore , it is h oped, ran d om­
ized as a variable in this investigation . Yet it cou l d  be of sufficient potential to explain 
1SThe Soda! Snperstitions test was also administered to a number of trainees in both states. 
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most discrepancies from dominant patterns that have occurred. This all-important 
variable is teacher personality as it is manifested in the classroom. 
Organization and the teacher variable 
It is important to consider this aspect of organization more fully at this j uncture 
because, again , what one would expect from a theoretical evaluation of the two 
systems compared has not apparently eventuated to any degree . 
The teachers of the Q ueensland classes tested would have fallen into one of 
three categories : the older ones would have been trained as pupil teachers, as this 
rather antiquated method of training did not disappear from the Q ueensland scene 
until l935 ; most of the others would either have done a one year Teachers' College 
course following some success (but not necessarily matriculation) in the Senior Public 
Examination ; or they would have done a two year Teachers' College course following 
the Junior Public Examination (taken at age fifteen plus) , a procedure that was not 
eliminated until 1 960 . A few exceptions to these categories might have been trained 
in short (six month) courses during post-war emergency periods. 
The training given these teachers can be summed up as technical preparation 
as coaches for the external examination system. It was to the :first of the state's  three 
severe examinations, the Scholarship, that the particular training of these primary 
teachers would have been orientated. The training covered the whole syllabus, of 
course, but, as is the case with the " eleven plus" and the "bad" sch ools of the English 
system, the requirements of the Scholarship begin to d ominate al l primary school 
activities at a very early age . 
The basis of the syllabus for which most of these teachers were prepared was 
laid down in 1 876.  There were revisions in the intervening years but there was no 
really sweeping change until l 952.  When formal change did come it had l ittle immed­
iate effect on the procedures of many teachers (see Greenhalgh, 1 957) . As having the 
Scholarship class is a sign of prestige, and to som� extent a position of seniority , in 
the Queensland teaching hierarchy, most of the teachers concerned in this study 
would have had their training well before 1952. 
In New Sonth Wales both primary and non-graduate , non-specialist , secondary 
teachers, would have been trained for two years following a satisfactory pass in the 
Leaving Certificate (matriculation level) , taken at age sixteen plus. Selection for the 
Junior Secondary training classes is dependent to some extent on superior academic 
ability as exemplified in Leaving Certificate passes. Although the training here, too, 
would be orientated to either the Primary or the J unior Secon dary syllabus, there 
would have been considerably more concerted schemes to enrich the development of 
the potential teachers concerned . These would have included more o£ subj ects su ch 
as art,  music, and handwor k in the training syllabus, as well as very active encourage­
ment of participation in related extra-curricular activities, usuall y done with 
considerably better facilities than Queensland had to offer i ts trainees. 
It would be invidious to go on with this comparison and point the detail of 
differences between staff qualifications, facilities available, hours spent on the 
premises , staff-student relationships,  and the like. The picture is offered of a New 
South Wales system which is likely to be assessed as more enlightened, more 
ambitious, and, one would expect, more effective in the development of the proficiency 
an d all-round personal ity expansion of its potential teachers. 
Here, then, is an aspect of organization which might well have been expected to 
produce personality differences between the states . Why then , did it not , to any 
remarkable extent ? The author suggests that the explan ation is on the same lines as 
that which covers the lack of expected discrepancy between the children in so many 
other particulars. 
Although there must be some self-selection, some sense of vocation, among 
teacher trainees in both states, there is still, all too often, a sense of vacation. ln a 
country in which there is still considerable wastage among the gifted, teacher training 
is one of the most available and accepted means of social mobility ; and so often it 
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provides t h e  only means by which intelligent but impecunious students can complete 
their schooling to matriculation level and beyond.14 Whereas many of the students 
who choose their career for these more mundane reasons are later converted to some 
aspects of the cause of education, the percentage of poorly motivated teachers in 
both state systems is larger th an one would desire.  Hence a greater cross-section of 
personality is represented than might theoretically be expected, and the receptivity 
of students-in-training to the more abstract sections of their courses is a very doubtful 
quantity---certainly not what many lecturers and theorists imagine, or would like, 
it to be. 
That there is uniformity across the states in some aspects of trainee personality 
h also shown by the only relative measure that this study provides on the 
matter of teacher, or teacher-trainee, characteristics.  Primary and non-graduate 
secondary trainees, in both states, are on a par in the matter of Soci al 
Superstitions. 
On this dubious personality basis the external determinants of  teacher character 
begin to play their part . These pressures include, in state systems, the ever-present 
threat of transfer (up to twelve hundred miles in Queensland, and to some very 
unpleasant localities in both states) and regular inspection by individuals who, 
whether they are or are not among th e educationally enlightened, are possessed of 
enormous power in a rigid, pyramidal, authoritarian system. Teachers iJl all schools 
experience the pressure of some authority's expect ations in terms of t!xamination 
results-whether the public and the Department in external examinations, or the 
Head, parents .  and Department in internal examinations . Superimposed on this 
stn1cture are the great n umber of stresses and strains, encouragements and causes for 
j ubilation, that constitute the stock-in-trade of the individual teacher's day to day 
existence,  in a great variety of schools, with a greater variety of classes, with an 
immense range of personalities.  
These characteristics and their efiects on teacht�r development are common to 
both systems. So are other aspects.  Some idealistic theory and elementary educational 
psychology is presented in Queensland training---enough to impress the keen or 
humane students an d those predisposed to probe and experiment further. The fact 
that more is presented in New South Wales often means that more is forgotten, 
ignored, or even scorn ed, when the business of qualifying is over . New South Wales 
schools, too, h ave their quota of older trained teachers and many of these bitterly 
regret the passing of older ways . The author has currently encountered opinions 
among New Sou th Wales teachers which reveal ed an admiration for what was still 
going on in Queensland and a yearning for the "good old clays" of New South Wales 
education when there was a rigid external Primary Final examination (abandoned in 
1943) an d "the rubbish" were not forced to stay on in " so-called" secondary schools, 
unwanted and unwant:ing. Occupationally, the author is constantly meeting the 
more progressive elements among Queensland's educational practitioners ; they 
include teachers as enlightened, as able, and as noble as any in the world. 
Some teacher differences, the results of training in certain techniques, have 
already been alluded to in the discussion of "traditional classroom practices" and their 
deleterious efiect on Queensland performance in the attainment and Study Sources 
tests. It seems, however,  that the overall effect of teacher dif erences stops at that 
mundane level. In matters of temperament and attitude formation the p oint is made 
that the similarities in both states in basic personality range, lack of modification 
through training courses,  and the very real ef ects of common pressures, are much 
more important than the "training" dif erences that exist. Educationists, taking so 
many of the common fundamentals for granted, tend very often to over-rate the 
relative importance of the variations they perceive in training patterns .  
ustudies b y  G. W.  Bassett, 1 946a lmd 1 946b, i n  Sydney, and unpublished studies b y  th� 
author in Queensland .in 1 960, support this statement. 
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Summary 
It has been shown that d ifferences in organization an� likel y to have affected the 
attainments ancl personality traits of pupils . But these d ifferences have not been 
either the same, or as considera.ble, as might have been expected from theorizing on 
the phenomena cl iscussed. 
V. C ONCLUSIONS AND I MPLI CATI ONS 
It is the nature of this chapter to rei terate baldly a number of the more elabor ­
ately conceived and discussed conclusions contained in sections I fi and IV. The nature 
of the study, however, requires a further comprehensive conclusion and some statement 
of the implications of findings, in addition to suggestions for fruitful further researeh . 
Conclusions 
Among thirteen year olds in the areas and types of school represented : 
Attainments 
l .  Queensland children are superior to those of New South Wal es in 
mathematics . 
2. Queensland children are superior to those of New South ')\Tales in technical 
accuracy in their written expression . 
3 .  Queensland chi ldren are superior to those of New South Wales in factual 
knowledge in Social Studies. 
4.  New South Wales children are superior to those of Queensl and in factual 
knowledge in General Science. 
5. New South Wales children are superior t9 those of Queensland in factual 
knowledge in the field of ArtjMusicjLiterathre. 
6. When composition is assessed on a general impression mark New South 
Wales children tend to be superior to those of Queensland. 
7 .  N ew South Wales children write significantly longer compositions than those 
of Queensland. 
8. N ew South Wales children are superior to those of Queensland in their 
knowledge of, and ability to work from, independen t Stud y Sources.  
9.  There is an overall tendency for New South Wales children to be better 
readers than those of Queensland ; but Queensland Rural girls are superior 
to their New South Wales equivalents . 
10. There is an overall tendency for New South Wales children to excel in the 
field of vocabulary ; but Queensland Rural girls are superior to their New 
South Wales counterparts . 
1 1 .  There is an overall tendency for New South Wales children to exeel in 
General Knowledge ; but the pattern is not decisive. 
Personality differences 
1 2 .  Queensland children have a more desirable attitude to education than th ose 
of New South Wales . 
1 3 . Queensland children have a more desirable attitude to good workmanship 
th an is found in New South Wales.  
14.  Queensland children are inclined to be more moral in their j udgments than 
New South Wal es children. 
15. Queensland children seem to be more aware of their moral obligations in 
society ; but the pattern is not decisive. 
16. All children admit to a considerable discrepancy between what they know 
to be moral behaviour and what they would actually do. 
1. 7 .  Queensland children claim that in actual behavioural situations they would be 
more moral than those in New South Wales ; but the pattern is not decisive. 
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18. New South Wales children have a more authoritarian outlook than those of
Queensland in their attitude to the treatment of confirmed criminal types
by the police.
19. Otherwise there are no differences between the states in their attitude to
situations involving authority. 
20. Differences in group health as revealed by class sociometric structure occur 
within schools, groups and states , rather than between states.
2 1 . Rural children in Queensland are more socially expansive than those in 
New South Wales . 
22. There are no consistent differences in degree of social superstition that can 
be attributed to state causes.
Leisure activities 
23.  The results on the reading activity index show no patterns that can be 
attributed to state differences ; but there seems to be an inverse relationship, 
that can be p artly explained in state terms, between group scores on this 
index and those on Reading Comprehension and Vocabulary. 
24. The pattern of results on the leisure activity index in dicates that there are
no differences between the states in respect to worthy use of leisure time. 
25 . New South Wales children more frequently utilize television, films, and 
radio than those in Queensland. 
26. New South Wales children go for more worthy visits in school time than do
Queenslanders . 
27 . New South Wales children play more sport than those in Queensland. 
28. New South Wales children take longer to travel to and from school, and in
doing so use more pub lie transport than those in Queensland. 
29. Queensland children spend more time doing homework than those of New
South Wales. 
30. Tastes in books, type of entertainment, television and radio programmes do
not differ between the states . 
Sex differences 
3 1 .  In reading and vocabulary tests there is a tendency for boys to do better 
than girls . This is  reversed only in the case of Queensland Rural groups.  
32.  In Social Studies boys p erform consistently better than girls. 
33. In Science boys perform consistently better than girls . 
34 . In Art/Music/Literature girls perform consistently better than boys . 
35 . In General Knowledge th ere is a tendency for boys to surpass girls ; again 
the Queensland Rural groups show the only (slight) reverse of this trend. 
36. There is a tendency for girls to write better compositions than boys . 
37. There is a tendency for boys to surpass girls in their ability to use Study 
Sources ; again the Queensland Rural groups show the only reversal of this
trend.
38. Girls have consistently high er scores on the reading activity index. 
39. In tests that assess social attitudes and morality there is a strong tendency
for girls to perform more creditably than boys.
Group conclusions 
40. Children in denominational schools do not perform differently from those in
state schools either in attainment tests or in tests which measure aspects of
moral conformity and social attitudes . 
41 . Differences in attainment between City and Rural groups are more pro­
nounced and consistent in New South Wales than in Queensland.
Explanatory conclusions 
42 . Conclusions 1 to 8, those dealing with attainment differences, can be explained 
in terms of aspects of organization pertaining to curriculum, time-table 
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emphases, and traditional practices in the classroom, either as perpet uated by 
teacher training or allowed to continue through deficiencies in teacher 
training . 
43 . Conclusions 14 to 2 il ,  covering p ersonality differences, can be explained in 
terms of those aspects of organization pertaining to the point of primary­
secondary articul ation and the conventional differences in the organization 
of these schools, i nvolving distributions of staff and subj ects . 
44. Those conclusions which show sameness across the states seem to be more 
h eavily depend ent on total patterns of social forces rather t h an any differ­
ences in school organization . 
4 fl .  The original assumption of homogeneity of the societies sampled for this 
investigation is reinforced by numerous results which reflect on those parts 
of the social background not determined by school.  
46 . In some cases eilorts by the sch ool to affect aspects of the social pattern seem 
to have been negated by bigger social factors . These aspects mainly concern 
choice of, and participation in, leisure-time pursuits . 
47 . An organizational difference which might be expected to have effects, 
teacher training , seems not to have a consistent impression on pupil character­
i stics, other than those men tioned in conclusion 42 . 
Ge·neral conclusions 
4,8 . Aspects of organization do have effects on the traits of pupils ; but th ese arc 
not always wh at educationists might surmise.  Th ey are likely to be multiple 
from single causes, and they are complex . 
4H .  The beneficial efiects of some organizational characteristics might be negated 
by deleterio us effects of oth ers or outweighed by their own negative influences. 
!50. Educational theorists ancl organizing auth orities must consider the total 
patterns of their organization and be consistent in their approach and overall 
pl anning in an attempt to meet avowed aims . Considering specific aspects of 
organization in isolation from the total school and social pattern is meaning­
less and likel y to he unrewarding. 
Implications 
Despite the tenuousness of some of the results on which the more sweeping 
concl usions are based, it is abundantly clear that there exists consid erable discrepancy 
between what many theorists would expect of the New South Wales/Queensland 
situation and what actually is the case.  The immediate implication is th at either there 
is severe mis-estimation of the real concomitants of certain theories in practi ce or that 
the theories have not been worked out thoroughly enough and not logically 
co-ordinated in practice . 
Certain o bv.ious signs of such conflict situations have come through in these 
results .  Two major examples have been discussed alread y15 ; two others follow. 
Another result of the New South Wales earlier ch ange in organization is the 
presentation of a greater range of school subj ects, supposedly more expertly presented . 
But one concomitant of this earlier spread of attention seems to be a failure to 
achieve basic standards th at are obviously within the capabilities of the children 
con cerned, as shown hy their Q ueensland coun terparts .  
A further point is  that , in a system and practice which would be assessed by 
most theorists as more modern in its outlook and organization and more relaxed 
in its demands on the individual , the New South Wales children show a less desirable 
attitude to education than Queenslan d child ren . 
Indeed, the overal l  organizational picture seems to be on e of a confused mi xture 
of unsubstantiated trad itional procedures interspersed with adj ustments made 
us"e section 1 V, pp. 28- :30  
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sometimes on the basis of careful research but at other times merely on the basis of a 
precedent set elsewhere. It seems that insufficient consideration has been given either 
to the full effect of a borrowed scheme in its old environment or to the further adj ust­
ments necessary in the new environment if the innovation is to have its hoped-for 
effect . Characteristics of organization in both states can be traced to historical and 
geographical determinants and to political and economic expediency rather than to 
the demands of the aims of education . 
The fundamental implicati.on , then, is that aims must be reconsidered, not each 
for its apparent individual worth but as part of a composite which may, if an overall 
view is not taken, contain the seeds of conflict . This could occur to the extent that 
neither of the conflicting aims might be realized and a further, undesirable, development 
of character might be the outcome . 
For instance, there is no necessary antagonism between the two following aims : 
"to introduce them [the children] to what men think and do , and to what men have 
thought and done . . .  " and the development of "a capacity for self-reliant thinking . . . 
a healthy habit of scrutinizing new facts and j udgments" . Yet History or Social 
Studies, wh ich could be seen as partial fulfilment of the first aim, is sometimes taught 
in a way that has the child blindly memorizing "facts" learnt from a single set text--· 
which includes " facts" of interpretation . The pupil is discouraged from personal 
revaluation and discussion of implications and relationships , either because of teacher 
bias or from the pressure of some " outside" force such as a del imited examination 
curriculum to be "covered" in a certain time (a requirement perhaps created by the 
same authority which so wisely outlined the aims) . The result , in terms of child 
development,  is likely to be an unnecessary cynicism regarding th e function of school 
and teachers rather than a more healthy cynicism regarding the reception of any 
single person 's present ation of social "facts" .  If the authorities concerned cannot face 
the logical conclusions of their aims, or if they think that such aims are inapplicable 
to "young" children (an arbitrary term) and that children can only face the open 
acknowledgment of social controversy after passing some mystically nominated 
chronological mark, then the aims should he suitably modified. 
But the modification of either aims or organizational procedures in order to 
avoid conflict and negation is only the beginning of change . H is part of a pattern of 
reforms which must all work together . 
The means of fulfilment of each aim must be worked out as fully as possible, 
again as part of a total pattern of presentation ;  an d possible conflicts must be fore­
seen . Traditional concepts of such organizational patterns as primary or secondary 
schooling-----the connotations of which seem largely to have been socially determined, 
although unsatisfactory and conflicting "psychological" rationales are sometimes 
applied--should not be allowed to interfere with effective reform merely on the 
grounds of their age in community thinking . 
If, for instance, it is decided that foreign languages are a desirable part of 
education and if, as many linguists claim, the learning of foreign l anguages should 
most appropriately be commenced at the age of eight or nin e , before the individual 
speech habits have "ossified", then obviously some of the more rigid concepts of 
"elementary " school need to be revised . 
If an understanding of many basic concepts in the physical sciences is an 
essential aspect of real education in our citizens, should the formal consideration of 
many phenomena be left until after pubt�rty simply because the traditional patterns of 
elementary school curriculum evolved before the study of science came of age? 
Reorganization must be in terms of aims and means--- --not in terms of superficially 
adjusted tradition . 
Even this, in itself , wouJd be almost useless without other efiorts. It is an obvious 
corollary of change that, in centralized and in-breeding systems such as those in 
Australia, formal teacher training would undergo modifications that adj ust its 
products to the hoped·-for environment . Let us t ake that for granted. But teacher 
training will be largely ineffective and change, if it comes at all ,  will only come with 
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painful slowness and severe loss , if the teachers already in the field are not con­
scientiously re-trained to adj ust to new concepts ; and if there is not at the same time 
a concerted attempt to re-educate the public to look for the changes envisaged. 
Trainee teachers are most influenced by what they do and see in schools during their 
practice and demonstration periods . A minority can be convinced that experiment,  
and sometimes radical change, might be worthwhile ; but they are a minority, some 
succumb on appointment, and some of the others, although often brilliant verbally 
and theoretically (and hence able to appreciate the logic of change) , cannot perform 
sufficiently adequately in the practical situation to become effective advocates of the 
changes they would like to see. A body of respected and influential practitioners 
must be converted. . .  
There is no voint in educating and re-educating teachers if the conditions which 
are likely to militate against the aims of education are not removed and others set 
up that create the sort of social atmosphere in which the desired aims will flourish. 
Impossible demands, in teaching loads, large classes with inadequate facilities, and 
unreal syllabi, should not be made in the name of "essential education" or whatever 
other euphemism some authorities use as a label for what can be little more than 
child-minding. Administrators and teachers should realize the futility of preaching, 
in a 1igiclly authoritarian environment which is geared to the fostering of individual 
competition in both study and recreation, about the "well-known" virtues of democ­
racy and co-operation . Thorough organization for the fulfilment of aims should mean 
the end of such scenes as that in which the headmaster, or the school inspector, 
propounds psychologically sound theories on the importance of democratic atmo­
sphere and the desirability of self-reliant thinking, to a summoned audience of 
practising teachers who will offer nothing but acquiescence as a tribute to his power. 
It has been shown that organization can be important, in a number o£ ways, but 
that it is not always either effective or j ustified be<;ause of lack of co-ordination in the 
directions of influence of its diverse aspects.  It is th� total scheme of things that must 
be considered for organizational change or establishment to be effective . Aspects of 
organization such as point of primary-secondary articulation, co-education, ability 
grouping, curriculum, and teacher education are only as effective in modifying the 
traits of pupils as the total social and educational pattern allows them to be.  
VI. EPILO GUE (Including suggestions for further research) 
It was suggested at the beginning of this study that the author had caught a 
moment in time when two historical stages of educational organization were existing 
side by side, in similar societies, and could thus be compared. That moment has now 
passed. Both states are in the process of instituting changes in the organization of 
secondary education . Some details of the changes being brought about are directly 
relevant, perhaps, to findings in this study. 
In New South Wales the unit of secondary organization has become the area 
multilateral high school (as, indeed, it always wac; in country areas) . Although, owing 
to public pressure, a limited number of academically selective state schools will 
continue to exist as such in the City, a more widespread expansion of area organization 
should outdate the above findings on travel time and public transport differences. 
The details of curriculum have yet to be worked out in practice ; the early years 
have seen the first experimental ef orts . But the basic pattern of first year education 
has reverted, for a much greater number of children, to a period of "settling in" ,  
appraisal o f  new fields, and consolidation o f  basic skills. This should have a different 
effect from that of the immediate and rigid delimitation of subj ects and the bewilder­
ing procession of strange teachers with which all but the very dullest children were 
confronted (with the unfortunate results we have evidenced) under the old scheme. 
What appears, theoretically, to be a retrogressive step (and the recommendation 
was couched in terms of regret by the committee which put it forward1 6) is seen in 
1 6See Report of the Committee Appointed to Survey Secondary Education in New South Wales . 
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the reinstatement of an extl�rnally controlled examination below matriculation level. 
Th e findings of th e above study indicate an apparent effect of the Scholarship as a 
stimulus to effort where the social environment migh t even militate against continued 
application-a.c; in the better comparative achievement of Queensland Rural groups, 
especially the girls . Thi s,  and the realization that these improvements in relative 
performance are not offset by any loss in attitude or deficiency in worthy leisure 
pursuits, might give opponents of New South Wales apparent "regression" a more 
balanced picture of the total situation. 
In Queensland the most momentous step has been the elimination of the Scholar­
ship , from 1 963.  This has been a move long advocated by the more progressive 
Queensland educationists, but has been complicated by the fact that the system of 
Scholarship allowances amounted to a thinly disguised subsidy to denominational 
schools, and the issue was th erefore a maj or political matter. Along with this change 
came a reorganization which altered the point of primary-secondary articulation to 
the end of seventh grade and instituted a five year high schooJ . 1 7  This is an event of 
great historical moment, theoretically, in thus making secondary education free and 
compulsory for the ftrst time in Queensland. The leaving age is shortly to be raised 
to fifteen years. 
Details of the Queensland scheme have yet to be finalized. There is a ferment of 
activity throughout the state at present , with syllabus and other special committees 
pl anning not only the reorganization of the new secondary structure but the revision 
of primary school syllabi and practices . 
Whereas these changes make for a stimulating environment in which to exist, 
educationally, they limit the suggestions one can make regarding further research 
arising from this investigation . 
One obvious study, which the author is pursuing, is to follow-up in their secondary 
careers the same individ uals who were tested in this survey. This will make a longi­
tudinal study th at should further illuminate the development of attitudes during 
adolescence and the evaluation of certain a,spects of schooling. It has already been 
mentioned that by the time he has completed his four year secondary school the 
current Queenslan d produ ct is at least the eq ual of his New South Wales counterpart 
academically. But what el se happens? 
Another desirable outcome of this research could be the stimulation of other 
bodies and individuals to expand their investigations across states ; to take, perhaps, 
some of the aspects hinted at in this study and to give them th e depth and thorough ­
n ess of treatment that they deserve. 
If this report can contribute, to any degree, to the breaking clown of artificial 
and unnecessary between-state harriers ; if it can at all penetrate the insularity and 
resultant complacency which is characteristic of so much Australian educational 
thinking-in-practice ; if it can help some at least to take the broader view of the whole 
Australian educational scene, and to see that in terms of world needs ; then it has 
been well worth the effort . One can hope then for signs of greater between-state 
co-operation, and respect for the nomadiC individual, in cases of transfer, rather than 
the unsubstantiated hallowing of some insignificant idiosyncracy of local organization. 
One might also find more sincere and healthy self-searching at the n ational level 
with the inevitable consequence o£ greater federal participation in educational 
matters vital to the future of Australia. 
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Co m ment s  on the Table (Appendix A) 
l. The entries are straightforward ; average and range of marks for a particular 
test. are given in the column of the test and the line of the class. For example, Country 
Town children in Queensland scored an average of 1 0 . 2  in the Science test . Their 
marks ranged from :3 out of 20 t o 17 out of 20. -
2. " Possibl e" scores (i .e .  number of items) for the various tests are given at the 
top of each column. 
a. The "N' ' column indicates the number of children on whom the given scores are 
based. 
4.  Direct comparisons cannot validly be made from this chart in terms of teaching 
efficiency, school organization , or anything else. Although the two state samples add 
up to roughly similar numbers of roughly the same age group , covering the whole 
intelligence and socio-economic spread, the individual classes do not do this . For the 
purposes of direct comparisons smaller, accurately matched , samples were selected 
from the individuals represented here. 
5.  As they stand, the New South Wales sample is slightly older---the Queensland 
sample is slightly brighter . A great numb er of duller children leave school in 
Queensl and as they turn fourteen ; the law forb ids that in New South Wales and 
many of those contributing to the low scores in the "bottom classes" of streamed 
schools are from the old, dull group . When intelligence, age, and socio-economic 
status are held constant for purposes of comparison , th e results are quite different . 
6. The chart has a real value, however, in highlighting the tremendous spread 
of individual differences within our schools-and within each teacher's  class . 
7 .  It also reveals the extent to which attempts at homogeneous grouping , in 
N ew South Wales, fail to obviate the necessity for individual rather t han class, 
instruction.  
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APPENDIX B 
COPTES OF PERSON ALITY TESTS A N D  Q UESTI O N N AIRE 
ADMINI STERED TO ALL CH ILDREN 
Test 2 
Test 4 
Test 7 a  
Test 7 b  
Test 7c 
Test 7 d  
Questi onnaire 
Attitude to Education 
Social Superstitions 
Attitude to Authority 
Attitude to Good Workmanship 
Moral Judgments 
Moral Contrasts 
TEST 2 
Read each of the following statements carefully. Put a tick in front of each state­
ment that yo u fully agree with .  Put a cross if you do not fully agree. Be sure to 
mark th em all. 
] think there is a certain amount of value in education . 
I go to school only because I am compelled to do so. 
I like reading thrillers and playing games better than studying . 
Education makes peopl e snob s .  
W e  cannot become good citizens unless w e  are educatPcl 
I t hink that my education will be of great use to me after I leave schooL 
Education enables us to live a less monotonous life. 
I disl ike education because it means that time has to be spent on homework. 
J l ike subj ects taught in school but I do not like attending school. 
Education enables us to make the best possible use. 9f o ur lives. 
Only educated peopl e can enj oy life to the ful l .  -' 
Education does more harm th an good.  
Too much money is spent on education . 
Education leads . to discontent when chi ld ren seek j obs. 
Education is of little value in later life . 
Education places too much emphasis on intellectual ability . 
IIomework is a necessary part of education.  
Education will enable one to get a better j ob in later years. 
Not all children should be given a secondary education . 
I think that time spent studying is wasted. 
Th e greates t value of education is that it helps you pass your examinations. 
I think that everyone should receive a secondary education. 
I think read ing is a waste of time.  
TEST 4 
l< ead each of the following statements.  If yon think it is true put a ring around 
the "T" at the end of the line ;  if you think it is false, put a ring around the "F" at 
the end of th e line . In this test, if you are not sure whether the statement is true or 
false have a guess and say which you think it migh t be. 
l. You cannot really tell the futuie from studying the tea-leaves left in a tea 
cup .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  T . . . . . . . . . . . .  F 
2 .  The number of man 's  senses is five . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . T . . . . . . ... ..
. 
F 
a .  Women are not inferior to men in intelligence . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . T . . ..
. . . . . . . . F 
4. Long slender hands indicate an artis tic nature . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . T . . . . . . . . . . . . F 
5. T f a inan but had faith eno ugh he could heal a broken limb insta.ntl y.. . . . . . . . . . .  T . . . . . . . . . . .  F 
G. Certain lines in a person's hand foretell his future.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  T . . . . . . . . . . . . F 
7 .  A sq ua.re j aw is not a sign of will power. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  T. . . . . . . . . . . . F 
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8.  People with greenish eyes are not as trustworthy as people with blue or 
black eyes.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........ . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .  T . . . .. . . . . .. . F 
9. Many brilliant men have been feeble-minded as children. . . . . . . . . . . .. ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  T . . . . . . . . . . . . F 
10. Some animals are as intelligent as the average hwnan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  T . . . . . . . . . . . . F 
1 1 .  All men are created equal in capacity for achievement. . . . . ......... .. ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . T . . . . . .. . . . . .  F 
1 2 .  Especially intelligent children are likely to be weak and backward 
physically.. . . . . . . . . . ...... . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . ........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  T . .. . . . . . . . . .  F 
1 3 .  The study of mathematics is valuable because it gives one a logical mind T . . . . ... .. . . . F 
1 4. If you will stare at a person's  back you can make him turn around. This is 
a form of telepathy...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  T . . . . .. . . . . . . F 
1 5 .  You can estim ate an individual's character pretty closely by just looking 
at his face .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .'. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  T . . . .. . . . . . . . F 
16 .  A high forehead indicates intellectual superiority .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . T . . . . ... . . . . . F 
1 7 .  Women are by nature purer and better than men.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . T . . . . . . . . . . . . .  F 
1 8 .  A person who does not look yo u in the eye is likely to be dishonest. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  T . . . . . . . . . . . . F 
1 9 .  N o  defect of body or mind can hold us back if we have enough will power T . . . . . . . . . . .
. 
F 
20. It really is unlucky to have anything to do with the number 13 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .  T . . . . . . . . . . . . F 
We are interested now in what boys and girls in general feel and do a bout the 
things asked. The most important thing for you to do in answering these q uestions 
is to be absolutel_y honest. That is all that matters . Simply indicate what you feel or 
have done yourself. Work as quickly as you can. 
TEST 7a 
Here are examples of what some people think and say .  Read them carefully and 
show whether you strongly agree,  agree, are uncertain, disagree, or strongly disagree, 
by underlining the one of these that best fits how you feel yourself. 
l. Harry thought the Prefects should be obeyed even when t hey were being unfair 
and bullying. 
strongly agree uncertain disagree strong! y disagree 
2. John felt we should punish criminals more severely rather than try to cure them . 
strongly agree agree uncertain disagree strongly disagree 
a. Ann thought the saying "spare the rod and spoil the child" was very true and 
should be applied more at home and at school . 
strongly agree agree uncertain disagree strongly disagree 
4. Peter said that delinq uent boys should never be caned. 
strongly agree agree uncertain disagree strongly disagree 
5. Ken said people can be divided into separate groups, the weak and the strong. 
strongly agree agree uncertain disagree strongly disagree 
6. The Member of Parliament declared that the death sentence did not stop people 
from committing murder. 
strongly agree agree uncertain disagree strongly disagree 
7. The General claimed that soldiers who disobeyed their officers should be shot.  
strongly agree agree uncertain disagree strongly disagree 
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TEST 7c . 
·r-'ler� are' ' cixamples o:f what ' some 12enpie' do )d everyday situaticn1s. Re<td' �ach 
c�refully fl.R-4 ;;hpw .wtletl:J.er you, tb1rl,k w}la,t th(p;erson diu was wrong, wrong but 
excusable; all right, or right,  by uwlerJiping the ope of these that best fits the action 
in your opinion. · · · · · · · · 
l. I'n �he 'i:idory �vhcre' j'ohri w9tked allhpst everVone slippe\J. a ft�:'; ,ar tid!:'s horne i1ow 
and then, witho'ut the boss' l{n'6wirfg, so John did the �;'ani'c . · ' · ' · · 
wrong . : ' ' \vrtihg but excusb.ble ' all right ' right 
; :t· \ · i : J . ; , . . . · ., r 
2. Mary told her mot her that Bill was' ra.t· the pietur{�s because she knew he would get 
intrdrottble if it Was known he .was· with the :gang in the park. " , . · ' ' 
wro�t' 'f:rppg b�1t ex��ls�bl�
: 
all, ri�41:, . right 
3. Jl_J.cmgh it W}')-(' .�· non--smoki11g c m;riage ?t <,tn smok�d a fe_w cigarettes as th���E) w<�s 
· nb ' one els(� "iri there at the titne. · · ' · · · . · ' . , ;, ,  . . · ·  . · · ·  
wrong wrong but excusable all right . right 
1 . ; ,  · ' ; ' ) -' . ·, ! . L q· _ ,  i · 
4. Denis saw �a boy take sorne rrtbney ·from a C(>\at hanging in the hallway, so he went 
and reported it to someone iJ:!- charge .  · ' 
1vrong wrqwdi�1t ex�usa�l'e " 0l.i dgllt_ :  . right. ' ' :: , : : ' •' ' ·' ·· ' . . . ·; : ' ' ' ! j . · :· • •  ;. 
i>: Althdtigh theh(v&as a Zebta t:ros£iing ' ftltthe!' ;up the road , Tom, wlio w�s iat�for 
school, ran across at an angle, do¢iging betwe'eri the cars. 
' I ' : ! ,' : � • � i • l • ' ' • ' t ; wrong wrong but excusable all right right 
6.  Shirley had her mt;n ey ready to pay. th,� bus cm�ductor but, as he didn't ' get as fa.:r 
as her before the bus arrived at her stop; sl re 'gdt off and' ·pilt ' the money hick in 
her potket : ,, • · 
wrong wrong but excusable 
TE$T' 7d 
i ',' : 
Read through each question ,carefully and p��t a. tick in front of th e answer that 
seertls 'th Yoli ' the fightoriL ' ' ' ' "  ' !  ' · ' ' ' ' · . •' i ,· ·  ' • . • •  :" . . . . : ·  · : ·. ; • '  
l .  When you find a pencil helo,I:�ging to: �sqnw,om; plse i n  � ;pl�ce helqng�ng, ,tp .you, 
·What cmght yo'il' to<do? · Puti 't whert the owner might fmd it hoping that he 
wOnJt _ ; .! · · , ; 
· Try to •fin d  the owner and rchtl'ti' it' · 
� �  · ·�·ee:f-(it;  ' l1opin,g� ;tl�e owner won't noti8e it . ' ,  � ' . ; · 
What would yon he most · ·Put it ·wht�re the owner might find it hoping that he 
likely to do? won't . 
''t'ry td lind th�' bwner arid retutn it .  · ' ' '  1 : ' ' ' • 
· 
· Keep it , · hoping th(\ owner.' w0'riJt ·r10tiCf� it . 
2. If you a;6-d�-ih� ; -rrwnt�i�;�tll;uetic,te�th;-�cho.ol-��d-�hile ;ou��re sl:uJi�-f�r �  
, .a:t;�.swe� thi,J?�rs,c),n l)�Xt tiJ y()u ac;cY+e��a,lly lds you see what the answer is, 
What ought you to do? Write the·. aN swer down. 
Keeping the answer in mind, . .  continue to think till 
you get it yourself; 
· Do noth ing further to the problem and tell the 
teacher · afterwards� 
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What would you be most 
likely to do? 
Write the answer down. 
Keeping the answer in mind, continue to think till 
you get it yourself. 
Do nothing further to the problem and tell the 
teacher afterwards. 
3. If the rest of the household is out and you are playing with some friends outside, 
and you have been told to be sure to go to bed at the usual time, 
What ought you to do ? Leave the rest at the proper time and go home. 
What would you be most 
likely to do ? 
Play as long as you like since nobody will know. 
Just stay a little longer than usual . 
Leave the rest at the proper time and go home. 
Play as long as you like since nobody will know. 
Just stay a little longer than usual. 
4. Suppose you are reading a thrilling book and your mother said that she wanted 
someone to go shopping for her, 
What ought you to do? Finish the part you a r e  at and then go.  
What would you be most 
likely to do ? 
Pretend you didn't hear her and bury yourself in the 
book. 
Leave the book and go at once . 
Finish the part you are at and then go. 
Pretend you didn't hear her and bury yourself in the 
book. 
Leave the book and go at once . 
�- �-��- --··-- -- . .. - .......... �--��-·-·""' ' '  ..... ............ ---""''1-''""""'�-�--.. ·-·--- -------.. � · - ·-� .. ·--- -- ---- .. -· ,_ 
5. If a box of sweets was lying open on the table and you wanted one very much, 
What ought you to do? 
What would you be most 
likely to do? 
Take a sweet . 
Take a sweet and teU the owner afterwards. 
Do without . 
Take a sweet .  
Take a sweet and tell the owner afterward s.  
Do with out . 
---
�----� ----------·----·---- -- -- - -- - - ---.. ------- --
6. If someone came to school whose cloth es were different and much shabbier than 
the clothes of others, 
What ought you to do ?  
What would you be most 
likely to do ? 
Be extra nice to her . 
M.ake fun of her and get the others to l augh too. 
Take no notice at all . 
Be extra nice to her. 
Make fun of her and get the others to laugh too. 
Take no notice at all . 
-"""'"""""'"'""-""'" "' " C "'-- ., , ,  ____ , _____ _ _ ___ .. __ .. ___________ __ _________ __ _ 
7 .  If a friend of yours was ill in hospital and the only time you were allowed to visit 
him was on a Saturday afternoon, when you wanted to go to the cinema , 
What ought you to do? Spend the Saturday afternoon with your friend . 
What would you be most 
likely to do? 
Go t o  the cinema and not to the hospital. 
Squeeze in a short visit to the hospital before going 
to the cinema . 
Spend the Saturday afternoon with your friend. 
Go to the cinema and not to the hospital. 
Squeeze in a short visit to th e hospital before going 
to the cinema. 
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�- H :-;omeone had promised to take you to a show and then forgot his promise, 
What ought you to do? Quarrel with the person who had broken his promise. 
What would you be most 
likely to do? 
Say nothing but stop being friendly with him. 
Make up your mind that it cannot be helped and do 
something else instead. 
Quarrel with the person who had broken his promise. 
Say nothing but stop being friendly with him. 
Make up your mind that it cannot be helped and do 
something else instead. 
n.  If you have accidentally broken a d ish and you know the owner will be very sorry, 
What ought you to do ? Think up the best story and stick to it. 
What would you be most 
likely to do? 
Pretend you don't know anything about it. 
Own up and bear the results. 
Think up the best story and stick to it. 
Pretend you don't  know anything about it. 
Own up and bear the result s .  
--·-. ·-· · - --·-· ....... .... ..... _ ........ ....... - - - --- - --- ·--· ·------------
10. If you came out much lower than usual in an exam on a subj ect in which you 
usually did well, because you hadn't  worked, 
What ought yon to do ? Say you hadn't been feeling well and the paper 
hadn't been fair. 
What would you be most 
likely to do? 
Refuse to talk about it at all. 
Admit you hadn't worked enough . 
Say you hadn't been feeling well and the paper 
hadn't been fair. 
Refuse to talk about it at all . 
Admit you hadn't  worked enough. 
QUESTIONS FOR YOUNG ADOLESCENTS 
SECTION l 
L Apart from school lesson books, about how many books have you read in the 
last- week?.. . .. . . . . . . ....... month?. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  six months? ... . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . 
2. Which type of book do yon like best? Place l to 3 against the following list of 
types in ord er of your preference :  
adventure biography love story 
animal story poetry book travel book 
detective story school story book of plays 
historical story short stories science fiction 
Any other . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... . 
:l. If you have read any books in th e last month, give a list·of their titles (and authors 
and kind of book if possible) 
Book A uthor Kind of Boo!� 
4. Do you belong to a library? .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. 
If so, place a tick against the type of library to which you belong : 
class library public or municipal library 
school library any other.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
I do not know of any library to which I could belong 
4J! DESM(])Nl'> '] /<I�RIN L<'WM'ER. 
5. :Oo iyou read, yoni" par'entsl b�0ks? 
· · : •oftelfl ' '  l nevef ·· · n .. · · 1 1 
. sd:ffl¢ti:rhes ' ·  •tny par'eh�ll · do. 't'ldt hAVt\ rmy bpoks 
1 ;,p' l { -:. f C  f . . -. d · � { l, � � - . ·, :, ;  1' .• ! .' �  \ ) ; � !' !' '. ! ,i t / (  J.\"!. 1 l ;.f � � - ·  
6 .  Do ymi ever buy books for1 Y,<i>UJ;selfr?, '.' O i fi : : ' ' ' ' '  
often , , ; r; "�otnt�tiihes\ vl · :never· 
· ) ! (  ·.,  J ! ·, l • l 'd \ . ,., ; [ ) · 
· 7•. How�rrta11y hooks· do you . �fu.�lie 'Of your very ��w'n? 
less than 5 less than �d:: , .; , , r  iriar'e thiw 3b 
8. Wri1-1t 'i� 'tHe :tlile of1y6u1: favoutih\'bdok'? .: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . 
, . • , /,") r � ·: ,, , I i '  ·' ' ' 1 
9 .  Who is youtl ·fwvot!itite: :author?u.;: • .-. : . : . . . .  : : . ; . ,: . . . . .  \ i.i . .  u . ;  • .  , . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . ·n u . . . �· ·. 1- d  .� ·. ·, · : . .  } 
1.0 .  Do you spend any time. reading. o1.it oJ schooLhours? U so, abG>l!lt, how many1 hours 
per week? . .  d , . • · · . .  .r 1 1 Hi , ! ' . ; . · · : . ·  
one more than three " l i  ' 1  nici:t� 'thrul'teA '  
U .  Do you t�ati ·pb�tn.s•vtit' of· sdiool? Ddnlt cotinf hOm:ewotlt> . . :.': . . . . .  : . : .'.� . . .  · 
Name any that you can remembet · re�tdil\g• ih th'e last nYOtith . . .  ! . � . . . . . . . . . . . .  :.::.; . . . .  l'.. . :  . . . .  � :'.: .. :: . . . . . 
( , , , , , . , . , j ,', ;, /, . , , ,� . , \ , , :. , . , , . , ,, . ,  ' ' ' ' ' ' ''� j . , ,. f , o � o • • •• • • o o l l " o ' ' ' ' ' ' " ' •" • 1 ., J o 0 o " '' ' " ' " ' ' " ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' " ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' " " ' '' " 'l • l • •� • • · • •  ' " ' ' ' 'I" ' ' ' '' ' " �' " "  \ o •  , , 0 , ,  ' ' ' "  , • • • • • •  
12. Do you read plays put , of scJ;lpp�,? hl�il,'l'tcoJ.mtJ?-omework . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . .  
N arne any yol).I ;�,Gtr); ,r:e;mernber,  �egq,i:ng ,  ip r�h� Jast month . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . .  
! "" ' ' " :  . . •, , ,  . .  ; .,. � , � �· �" · ·}�·; V�!· · · · •� .. � �·!·� \ . . , . .  , . . . . . . . . . . . . .  � �·� . . . . .  ;�: . . . . J . . . . . .. � . . . . . .  t�· • v• l""" ' '� ' ' ; , ,  . . . . . . . . . . . l : • · · · • ." • �· · " : •.· ·:" ' l ',n ,�l\:i' ' ' '} ·,o i :r �· · i' '.r ,:! " '�··� .'.'! \" 1, /-;} · · · · · · · · ·  
13.  Do you read any p�)I;t�-}c�1 1 IHM<;t,titW, or . Prd9��pal �eg·ularly (such as _(::hi;;;ki�rs 
Weekly, Motor.l\i;�.gaz�J).I'!J, 1);':ntr .� prp<�nc,:ys1 Mf<>:fuan s Weekly, etc. ) ?  I f  so, wluch 
ones? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  : . . . . . . . . . . . .  : . . .  , . . . . . . . . . . . : . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
"" ' ' ' ' " ' "  " " " ' '  " " ' '  " " " ' ' " '  "'." � '  • ! • ;• • '  '
.
" ' "'.••-.• ! 'J "',�' :,}•,: ·"� '  ",' '  , , ,  ,_.�,·� ' '," ' '  !" • •: ' ." �" '  "?'·�" '" ' ' '  "" " ' " " ' '  "! " ' ! V '  "","..! ' ! '  ,,.' ' ' ' " " ' " ' ' ' ' "  " " " " " " " "  • " ' ' ' ' "  ' . '  ' " ' , ' ' 
1 4 .  Name any regular magazines or p�r.jo.�qaJ!l that you would like to read i f  you 
.. cmllf}, afior4 the,;gL, Pr. �J,}()W. w:bere .�9 get, .th!'l.m. 
" " " " ' " " ' ' ' " ' ' ' ' " ' " ' " ' ' " " ' " ' " " ' " ' " ' " " "''" " " ' " ' ' " '"'" ' P ' ' " " " ' "" " " ' ' ' " " " " " ' ' " " " " " " " ' " ' ' ' ' '!." ' " ' " ' " ' " " ' ' " " ' ' ' ' " " ' " " " '·" ' ,' ' ' " " ' : • · • • • o o • • : • · 
' ' '
,
' " ' ' ' ' ' ' 
1�: P9 X:?�,�":��i r��ll t�e d,ail y n,�WI'P':l:Piif,? . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,. . . : · ,  :Wh<;tt sectio,ns do .. you always nra�j, tf any . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . .
. . . . .
.
. . . . .
. . . . .
.
. .
.
. .
. . . .
. .
.
.
. .. . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . .  . 
. . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .. . .  . . . .  . . . . . . . .  . . . .  ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .  ·.;·:," ' :  ·r, . . . . . . . :."' :,:J • . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . ·i: 'rr' r; ':",' : · ; ·, . . ::·.�· :· . . . . . . .  ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ",' ·:·�·: · !:': ·1·; ·;; ::r� . : :  . . . . . .  .. 
H ) .  Wh at other type of reading, if :any, dti'y;ou do?� :  .
. . .  . . .. . . .. . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . .  . . . .  . . . . ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .... .  �· . .  � . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . � .. 
1 7 . How often do you listen to the radio? 
. very often . 1 , • , ; odcasionaJly 
1 8 .  Ti<;:k .any of . the following that you listen to regul arly. l'ut . a  line unde'r" ��our 
fav'c\urite programme : 
news programme 
hit tunes 
serials 
plays 
comedy progr<:J.p;l,�l;10$ , 
cla�sical musk 
niligious lxoadcasts 
sporting programmes 
children's hour (which• shttion?)1 
1any �>therr·+.,_,., . . . ,.1. 1 . 
1 9 .  Do you watch television very often? 1 1 1  1 ' � ' "  1 
every night oecasionally i · ! . u  · riev'er . • 
SECONDARY '11.LlUC'Nl'i0N: rA.Np EA:R:LY. t fl\.DOLESCENCE 
20. N arne your favourite sessiOljlc . . . !.i;, f.l . ... . . . . . . . . .. . . .  i . )  . . . . . . . . . . , . , ,  . . . . . , .. ',.";L<.: l-! -�ft'·• ·• · · ' \ : ;.<Mf' ' " ''�''"'! ':· :·+.'!'•'t "'''l .. l . . . ,. ) . . . . . 
21. .  How often do you go to the pictures? 
•. ( : · "�NrttJ4ml one� a w:��� , , ,  ! . • .  , i \�p..s.JP.�ll; <pp,c;�,. aJpfJ�,1�g1�� ,, , . , 1 ! •  , ,  u 
about once a week · · never · 
22 . Do you play a musical instrument? . .. . . .. . ,., .......  What? ... . . . . . . . . . . ... . . .. . . . .. . . .  . . 
How long have you been learning? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
23 . Why did you start to learrlit ? 
(, J i ; d \t' /  . . . �.. · t h r ; ! l : ' � ' ;  1 ; 1 :  • •  
I ; ·lilt{the'irt�trument ' j : : : ,  • . ;· ·  �c11'oiWHl�:cre"1h�' 'i\:1t�r��t�'(I ' : , ; ,  . . :  ; I ;  f ' '  ' :  • 1  I ' "'' n( I ' \  
parents wanted me tb, .  ' · , · " .r  l ! t · H ; : : · ·u , , ; [ ! ! ' :  : . , \ : 
any other reason . . . . . . . . . . ... . ..... . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . .......... .. . . . ...... . . . . . .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .  .. 
24. Do you sing in a choir? . : . :  . . . . . : . . . . . . . .  tiCk where : 
school church . . '. · > � t:ttty •otner. . : .•. :• . . . ! . ! . l : . ! . .  : . ! :. ,  .. . . !. i.i. .l. : : . l . . : ! . ! i.l • l ; : · · · , · ; : ; � : · , - ; , , , ;  , , . ,v , , c f . :- ;  
25 . Have you ever been on the stage to ·entertain pebpie by doi��t\W�\£ :U�� j .�9 (tq�ing 
things , either at school or elsewhere ? Tick those you have' done :' o l  • ·· • •  · ' 
played .a .musical instrument ·. ' •. • ·  ; ,danced· , · ,  , ! " i  < ! 0\' , , Jctited d ,  ; ; ; : o !  ,. , !  ; ' '  
sung . acted in a �1� y . . . . 
been on stage m another performanc·e; · �W.&at? J . . .  : •. l :.i.\.\f.l i:'.L'. I.< .LL.i.u . . :. :u .>.: :.J. i i!. . .!..U.i.u . . . . :. i . .i.. . . . : . ! . i . 
· · · ·  · · ·  · · · · · · · · · ·  · · ·  · · · · · · · · · · · · ·  · · · · · ·  · · · · · · ·, ·: · · · ·  . . .  · · ·. · . . . .  ::::·.·:".' ·· · "."r'rd· ·�·rr· · ,.rr� �· · · · · · · ·  · · · · ·,� : � · rrl ·  · · · · ·  · . . . . . . rd· , ';";··� .. · · ·  · · · · .. · ··i/}f( +· · · · · ·  . . . . . . · · · ·· · · � !+:·:�,:··! · · · · · · · · ) 
�R·r �fUPh� · JiW?bpes . .  �0t . .  1mrytiJ� ,HP:t.trt' � �
ck.l1�h}q�Vrl?-¥i r?f � �'dn,e /9h)l9;r1.ip..g! �.wrf.win7-<mcr��;th!lt you ave een .o e1 ner w1 n your sc 001 or outs1 e SF, . , H�\; . , ! 1 j ,  : , : • ,  . , ( )  ; , ) , , ,'b : ·  
Performance . . .  , . , , , . .. · 'n 1 \ Wi�b.. SRho,Ql ,  1 1  Outside School , . , . , , \  . .  
ballet performance . . . . . . .. . . . .  �: :.'.� .· . . : ' . . . .  :::.: .' . .  · · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ;·- ;··; ; · : -;-;: · , ' ,· ;,� \ , . ,  1 i i i synlphony concert . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  i "f '!l'f · .. : : J ! f J i  .i \ ! ; :"J : �· i ;-� f �i 1nusical cotnedy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,. . : , , 1 . ; 1  .. :1 .i : ! ; : }  t } ; � ; --.) an eisteddfod . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... .. . . . 
1 f d b  1 1  . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ; \ i l J < ( J i i ! ; ' J � j f j ( l : J 
a IJ ay per orme · · y ai: u ts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . .. . . . , � - � � ' ; i y: ·f_J ; .i q < I I  ! j ! i " l . f ;  I ! Zl � H H I ,.  any other play · · · · ·  · · · · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . .. . ..... . . . . . . . . . . . 
variety show or revue� . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
'. / 1 :����:� �� 1?�!.���!��::.0 . . ���-���-�� , : . · · ; : ;· ·_; . .  · ; · ; r :  . . . : · :·: · ' i ' · ·,·:;·-'.i ' ; : , 1 I  ! T "t'i'( \"' :·; :nTi'T'Th i ; 1 1 1  , , ,  i i � ' . " : / . .  : ·  I 
: - · J ! i i .J ! • f ! l t . d . i · .. · � � J ! i !  · � · " ' : l  :< H l f r d  ' J i U l  h 1 nd r �  · ) 1 : 1 :· 1 1  
27 . Which of those you have seen would you most like t o  see again? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. .  
. 
. 
.. . . ... .. . . . ... . . . _.._ . . . . . . . . ... .... .. . .. . ....... w." .. . . m . . ... .-. . . .  d . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . .  . '.: • ...\ . . !.�: . . u . . .  LU.u.d . . .  ). i ::.oLU . . . (!.!.l . . U.U:/ . .. . <.. !.!.: • . .J.:.1.'.d.:. i .u.� :  . . . � . � :.:L.: .� . . .i. : . i  . . . ... L:.J 
SECTION 2 · . .... d \'f 
1 .  List any clubs, societies or youth organisations that you belong to. 
� : , , i ( ti) : :  � 
. . . . t. '.� . .
. . .  
.'. � . . �. ;, : : .;. ! . . . . ' . .' . .  �. . . ::: ::� }. ! . . . . . . . . .  :. : .r. : . . :: . : ; . ; :�� . . . � .: .l. ! .(. :·.: . :\.: . . .  :::: ( 1 r f( C) :.�. : . . .  j. . . . .  : .1. :·.r . .  :_ � .: . . .  i. .  ! .� . .  '. . : . . . .  ! . :::. : .t . . � . . . ·.l. : .'.� :  tt . . 1 .  : .;. : : .. . . l. .  t_: :.� . . . . ( . . .  � �-! . . � 
(b) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . .. . .. . . .. , . .  , . ,  . . .  , .. , . , . , . , , . , ,  . . . . . .  , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .(d) . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . ....... . . . . . .. . . .  . . 
2. If you are a dub leader, fL. !HnjfeQ:;i;, flr · i>apt�jn of fl. tt�iltn\i Pr: #�lJ�hiJ;lg lU�tll tha.t: sa,y 
what : , , . 
· 
' 1 ; \ l t .  � � : !  ' i .  i J l h  ; r ;  i' ' .' ; l .!t � v� l 
.
. . . .
.
. . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , . • .•. . :· · · · · ";� · �·� · ·: �·��· \·'l'.f· t·r . . J ·I i  . . ,. ;.• . . ; .. �. I·J�·!�, :n<' j' "V:J·! +  . . . ·� �· lf-�· . .  ' ;···/·.1-'r' �·I . .  (· + · I . . .. �� H·•IJ. · · · l  . . . . . . . .  . 
• • ' ; J . 1 : · ; i  ( I ! � � ,� !  t \  ! l i / � ·  f _ li ! ( [  r 1 , � ' / t : ·J ; .. : o · �  d ;-, h ·.t l 3. What J ob would you most hke to do when you gr]?,W:\1,�?, , 1 ; : \ l i · · J : ,  ,, . , , . . i i i " ' ! 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 • .  \ i. i . ! .:, ,J,.';·.' . .f. : . /  . . . . . . . . .  . . 
50 DESMOND J .  DRINKWATER 
4.  Do you play sport regularly? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  If so, what sport ? 
!l. Tf you play i n  any competitions, wh at teams do you play in (include school teams) ? 
Summer . . . . . . . ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 
Winter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
(\ . Do you watch sport regularly? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  What ? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . 
7 .  Do you have any hobbies that you spend time on regularly? . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . If so,  list t hem : 
Hobby Hours spent per week 
8 .. Do yon have any regular paid j ob out of school time? . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .  . 
within the family? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . .. . . . . . 
outside the family? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
0. How long does it t ake yon to travel to school? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ... . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.
. .  .. 
10. By wh at means of transport? (underline) 
walk hike train bus any other . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. 
1 1 .  Against the following l ist tick off those things th at you h ave done either with the 
school or outside school : 
A ctivity 
Visited an art gallery 
Visited a museum 
Visited a facton• 
Gone camping · 
Gone on a trip to play sport 
Any other . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . ........ . . . . .  
With School "1 Outside School 
1. 2 .  About how much time, on the average, do you spend on homework each day? 
none about. one hour or J ess more than 1 �- hours 
l �t In what snbj ect do you do most. homework? .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........ . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . 
14.  What is your favourite school subj ect ? . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . 
1 5 . What subj ec t. do you dislike most.?  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .  . 
Vllh y ?  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ..  
1 6 . What subj ect that yon d on't take now would you most like to learn at school? 
1 7 .  IIow long would yon like to stay on at school ? (tick) 
I will leave as soon as possible 
J wish to leave but. my parents will make me stay 
I wish to stay on but I will have to leave 
T will stay as long as possible 
Any other.. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... .. .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
SECOND ARY ED UCATION AND EARLY ADO LESCENCE 5 1  
1 8 .  With which member of your class would you most like to sit i n  a ll lessons ?  
1 9 .  Later, you are going to be divided into groups for several tasks. List below the 
person or persons in this class that you would most like to have in your group . 
(If you would rather work alone, don 't put any names. )  
(i) . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ( iv)  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .
(ml : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :  .. : : : : : : : : : · : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :  (�� : : : : :
:
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : · · : ·: : : : : : : : : : : · : : : : : : : : : : : :
20 . With which pupil in this class would you least like to sit? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
2 1 .  Is there anything else you would like to tell us about what you do or feel?
